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Abstract
We study some structural aspects of the subspaces of the non-commutative (Haagerup) Lp-
spaces associated with a general (non-necessarily semi-ﬁnite) von Neumann algebra : If a
subspace X of Lpð Þ contains uniformly the spaces cnp; nX1; it contains an almost isometric,
almost 1-complemented copy of cp: If X contains uniformly the ﬁnite dimensional Schatten
classes Snp ; it contains their cp-direct sum too. We obtain a version of the classical Kadec–
Pe"czyn´ski dichotomy theorem for Lp-spaces, pX2: We also give operator space versions of
these results. The proofs are based on previous structural results on the ultrapowers of Lpð Þ;
together with a careful analysis of the elements of an ultrapower Lpð ÞU which are disjoint
from the subspace Lpð Þ: These techniques permit to recover a recent result of N:
Randrianantoanina concerning a subsequence splitting lemma for the general non-
commutative Lp spaces. Various notions of p-equiintegrability are studied (one of which is
equivalent to Randrianantoanina’s one) and some results obtained by Haagerup, Rosenthal
and Sukochev for Lp-spaces based on ﬁnite von Neumann algebras concerning subspaces of
Lpð Þ containing cp are extended to the general case.
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0. Introduction
Since several years the study of non-commutative Lp-spaces has incited new
interest because of their close relations with the new and rapidly developing operator
space theory and non-commutative probability theory. It is known now that non-
commutative integration is a fundamental tool in both latter theories. Conversely,
results and problems from these theories permit to gain new insight into the theory of
non-commutative Lp-spaces and at the same time pose new problems in the frame of
this theory: see for instance the recent works [EJR,Ju1,Ju2,Ju3,JX,NO,O,PX,
R1,R2,R3,R4].
The starting point of the present work is a problem arising from the theory of
OLp-spaces, which was initiated by Effros and Ruan [ER1] and developed in the
recent paper [JNRX] (see also [JOR,NO]). To explain this, we ﬁrst recall the famous
Kadec–Pe"czyn´ski dichotomy theorem, which states that every closed subspace of
Lpð0; 1Þ; 2opoN; either is isomorphic to a Hilbert space or contains a subspace
which is isomorphic to cp and complemented in Lpð0; 1Þ: This theorem plays an
important role in the classical theory of Lp-spaces. The class of OLp-spaces is
an analog for the category of operator spaces of the class of Lp-spaces in the
category of Banach spaces; when going back to the Banach space category by
forgetting the matricial structure, the class of OLp-spaces gives rise to a still new
class of Banach spaces, which could be called ‘‘non-commutative Lp-spaces’’: X
belongs to this class if for some l; every ﬁnite dimensional subspace of X is contained
in another subspace, which is l-isomorphic to a ﬁnite dimensional non-commutative
Lp-space. It is then natural to look for a non-commutative version of the
Kadec–Pe"czyn´ski dichotomy. A version of the usual Kadec–Pe"czyn´ski dichotomy
in a non-commutative setting exists already in the literature, with exactly the
same statement; it was proved indeed in [S] for non-commutative Lp-spaces based on
ﬁnite von Neumann algebras (under an equivalent form), and in [R2] for semi-ﬁnite
ones.
This version however does not help at all in developing the theory of OLp-spaces
(the conclusion it gives is ‘‘too commutative’’ in a certain sense). A stronger, still very
hypothetical statement would be preferable in this direction:
A closed subspace of a non-commutative Lp-space ð2opoNÞ should either be
embeddable into a commutative Lp-space or contain a copy of the p-direct sum
Kp ¼ ð"nX1 SnpÞp of the finite dimensional p-Schatten classes.
A step towards this direction is made in the present paper, namely the following
theorem, which is one of our main results:
Theorem 0.1. Let be a von Neumann algebra (non-necessarily semi-finite),
0opoN; pa2 and X a closed subspace of Lpð Þ: Assume that for some constant
lX1; and for every nX1; X contains a subspace l-isomorphic to the space Snp (resp. and
m-complemented in Lpð Þ—in this case we suppose pX1). Then for every e40; X
contains a subspace ðlþ eÞ-isomorphic to Kp (resp. and ðlmþ eÞ-complemented
in Lpð Þ).
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This result has a forerunner in the case ¼ Bðc2Þ (then Lpð Þ is the usual
Schatten class Sp), which was obtained by Arazy and Lindenstrauss in [ArL]. Their
proof, which relies on a careful analysis of the local structure of Sp together with a
clever use of Ramsey’s theorem, can be extended to some special cases of
Theorem 0.1 (e.g. when is ﬁnite and p42) but we hardly imagine how to adapt
it to the general situation described in Theorem 0.1. Our proof of Theorem 0.1
heavily depends on ultrapower techniques, using the fact, proved in [Ra], that the
class of non-commutative Lp-spaces is closed under ultrapowers. In fact, we will see
that the subspace of X isomorphic to Kp obtained in Theorem 0.1 is built over a
sequence of subspaces isomorphic to the Snp ’s and ‘‘almost disjoint’’. This approach
to Theorem 0.1 also allows us to extend to all von Neumann algebras the ﬁrst non-
commutative version of the Kadec–Pe"czyn´ski dichotomy mentioned previously,
which remained an open question in the non-semi-ﬁnite case. More precisely,
we have:
Theorem 0.2. Let be a von Neumann algebra, 2opoN and X a closed
subspace of Lpð Þ: Then either X is isomorphic to a Hilbert space and com-
plemented in Lpð Þ or X contains a subspace isomorphic to cp and complemented
in Lpð Þ:
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we recall some necessary
preliminaries on non-commutative Lp-spaces and their ultrapowers. The non-
commutative Lp-spaces we consider are those constructed by Haagerup [H].
Contrary to the class of ‘‘usual’’ Lp-spaces associated with a normal faithful
semi-ﬁnite trace, the class of Haagerup Lp-spaces is closed under ultraproducts
[Ra]. The main tools of the paper are developed in Section 2, where we show
how to push disjoint elements in an ultrapower of Lpð Þ down to disjoint elements
of Lpð Þ: Theorem 0.1 above will be proved in Section 3. In fact, we shall
prove a more general result by replacing the spaces Snp by a sequence of ﬁnite
dimensional spaces. Section 4 is devoted to the equiintegrability in Lpð Þ: We
give a rather complete study of the p-equiintegrable subsets of Lpð Þ: Our
techniques permit us to easily recover the subsequence splitting lemma proved
by Randrianantoanina [R3]. In Section 5 we characterize the subspaces of
Lpð Þ which contain a subspace isomorphic to cp: As a corollary, we get
Theorem 0.2. Such characterizations are classical in the commutative case, and
were recently proved for spaces associated with ﬁnite or semiﬁnite von Neumann
algebras in [HRS,R1,SX]. The last section aims at extending the previous
results to the operator space setting. There we get the operator space versions of
Theorems 0.1 and 0.2. We also add an appendix whose result determines
when equality occurs in the non-commutative Clarkson inequality. This result
improves a previous theorem due to Kosaki [Ko2] and implies a characterization
of isometric two-dimensional cp-subspaces of Lpð Þ which is repeatedly used in the
paper.
The main results of this paper were announced in the Note [RaX].
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1. Preliminaries
This section contains notations, most notions and basic facts necessary to the
whole paper. For clarity we divide it into three subsections.
1.1. Non-commutative Lp-spaces
There are several equivalent constructions of non-commutative Lp-spaces
associated with a von Neumann algebra (c.f., e.g. [AM,H,Hi,I,Ko1,Te2]). We shall
use in this paper Haagerup’s construction, which we recall brieﬂy now (see [Te1] for
a precise introduction to the subject). Let be a von Neumann algebra. For
0opoN; the spaces Lpð Þ are constructed as spaces of measurable operators
relative not to but to a certain semi-ﬁnite super von Neumann algebra of ;
namely, the crossed product of by one of its modular automorphism groups. Let
M be the crossed product of by the modular automorphism group ðstÞtAR of a
ﬁxed normal faithful semiﬁnite weight w on (see [KaR, II.13]). Let ðysÞ be the dual
automorphism group onM: It is well known that is a von Neumann subalgebra of
M and that the position of inM is determined by the group ðysÞ in the following
sense:
8xAM; xA 3ð8sAR; ysðxÞ ¼ xÞ:
Moreover,M is semi-ﬁnite and can be canonically equipped with a normal faithful
semi-ﬁnite trace t such that
t3ys ¼ est:
Note that the von Neumann algebraM is independent from the choice of the n.s.f.
weight w on (up to a -isomorphism preserving the trace and the group ðysÞ).
Let L0ðM; tÞ be the space of measurable operators associated with t (in Nelson’s
sense [N]). Recall that L0ðM; tÞ is the completion of M; when M is equipped with
the vector space topology given by the neighborhoods of the origin:
Nðe; dÞ ¼ fxAM j (eAM projection s:t: jjxejjpe and tðe>Þodg:
Then the operations on M extend by continuity to L0ðM; tÞ; which becomes a
topological -algebra.
Note that ifM acts on a Hilbert space H; L0ðM; tÞ can be identiﬁed with a class of
unbounded, closed, densely deﬁned operators on H afﬁliated with M: The
operations on L0ðM; tÞ are identiﬁed with the strong sum and the strong product
of unbounded operators (i.e. the sum, resp. the product followed by the closure
operation).
If h is an element of L0ðM; tÞ; we deﬁne its left support cðhÞ (resp. right support
rðhÞ) as the least projection e of M such that eh ¼ h (resp. he ¼ h). Clearly cðhÞ ¼
rðhÞ; so if h is self-adjoint, cðhÞ ¼ rðhÞ which we call then simply the support of h and
denote by sðhÞ:
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The space L0ðM; tÞ is equipped with a positive cone
L0ðM; tÞþ ¼ fhh j hAL0ðM; tÞg
which is the completion of the positive cone ofM: Every element hAL0ðM; tÞ has a
unique polar decomposition
h ¼ ujhj;
where jhj ¼ ðhhÞ1=2AL0ðM; tÞþ and u is a partial isometry ofM whose right support
is equal to that of h:
The -automorphisms ys; sAR extend to -automorphisms of L0ðM; tÞ: For
0oppN; the space Lpð Þ is deﬁned by
Lpð Þ ¼ fhAL0ðM; tÞ j ysðhÞ ¼ es=phg:
The space LNð Þ coincides with (modulo the inclusions CMCL0ðM; tÞ). The
spaces Lpð Þ are closed self-adjoint linear subspaces of L0ðM; tÞ: They are closed
under left and right multiplications by elements of : If h ¼ ujhj is the polar
decomposition of hAL0ðM; tÞ; then
hALpð Þ3uA and jhjALpð Þ:
As a consequence, the left and right supports of hALpð Þ belong to :
It was shown by Haagerup that there is a linear homeomorphism j/hj from 
onto L1ð Þ (equipped with the vector space topology inherited from L0ðM; tÞ), and
this homeomorphism preserves the additional structure (conjugation, positivity,
polar decomposition, action of ). It permits to transfer the norm of  to a norm
on L1ð Þ; denoted by jj jj1:
The space L1ð Þ is equipped with a distinguished bounded positive linear form Tr,
the ‘‘trace’’, deﬁned by
8jA ; TrðhjÞ ¼ jð1Þ:
Consequently, jjhjj1 ¼ TrðjhjÞ for every hAL1ð Þ:
For every 0opoN; the Mazur map þ- þ; x/xp extends by continuity to a
map L0ðM; tÞþ-L0ðM; tÞþ; h/hp: Then
8hAL0ðM; tÞþ hALpð Þ3hpAL1ð Þ:
For hALpð Þ set jjhjjp ¼ jjjhjpjj1=p1 : Then jj jjp is a norm when 1ppoN; and a p-
norm when 0opo1 (see [Ko3] for this case). The associated vector space topology
coincides with that inherited from L0ðM; tÞ:
Another important link between the spaces Lpð Þ is the external product: in fact
the product of L0ðM; tÞ; ðh; kÞ/h  k; restricts to a bounded bilinear map Lpð Þ 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Lqð Þ-Lrð Þ; where 1r ¼ 1p þ 1q: This bilinear map has norm one (‘‘non-commutative
Ho¨lder inequality’’).
Assume that 1
p
þ 1
q
¼ 1: Then the bilinear form Lpð Þ  Lqð Þ-C; ðh; kÞ/
TrðhkÞ deﬁnes a duality bracket between Lpð Þ and Lqð Þ; for which Lqð Þ
is (isometrically) the dual of Lpð Þ (if paN); moreover we have the tracial
property:
8hALpð Þ; kALqð Þ; TrðhkÞ ¼ TrðkhÞ:
Deﬁnition 1.1. (i) Two elements h; kAL0ðM; tÞ are called disjoint, written as h>k; if
they have disjoint left, resp. right supports:
cðhÞ>cðkÞ and rðhÞ>rðkÞ:
(ii) A sequence ðhnÞCL0ðM; tÞ is called disjoint if the hn’s are pairwise disjoint; if in
addition ðhnÞCLpð Þ ð0opoNÞ; ðhnÞ is called almost disjoint if there is a disjoint
sequence ðh0nÞ such that limn jjhn  h0njjp ¼ 0:
Note that if ðhnÞ is almost disjoint in Lpð Þ; so is ðhpðnÞÞ for every permutation p
on N; thus we can speak of an almost disjoint countable subset in Lpð Þ:
We shall repeatedly use the following two facts.
Fact 1.2. (i) If hAL0ðM; tÞþ and 0opoN; then sðhpÞ ¼ sðhÞ:
(ii) If h; kAL0ðM; tÞ; then hk ¼ 0 iff rðhÞ>cðkÞ:
Proof. This is easy via a realization of L0ðM; tÞ as a set of unbounded, closed,
densely deﬁned operators on a Hilbert space H: Then cðhÞ; resp. rðhÞ> is the
projection onto the closure of the range of h; resp. onto the kernel of h: If
hAL0ðM; tÞþ; then it is self-adjoint and property (i) is well known. Concerning (ii)
we note that if hk ¼ 0; then ranðkÞCker h; so cðkÞprðhÞ>; conversely if rðhÞ>cðkÞ
then hk ¼ hrðhÞcðkÞk ¼ 0: &
Fact 1.3. Let 0opoN and h; k be two elements of Lpð Þ:
(i) If h>k; then jjh þ kjjpp ¼ jjhjjpp þ jjkjjpp:
(ii) Conversely if pa2 and jjh þ kjjpp ¼ jjh  kjjpp ¼ jjhjjpp þ jjkjjpp; then h>k:
Proof. (i) If h>k; then jh þ kjp ¼ jhjp þ jkjp; hence Tr jh þ kjp ¼ Tr jhjp þ Tr jkjp:
(ii) These two equalities implies that h; k verify the equality case of Clarkson’s
inequality. By Theorem A.1 of the appendix, these elements are disjoint. &
We ﬁnally mention the following ‘‘localization’’ fact which will be used in
Section 2.
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Fact 1.4. If e is an arbitrary projection of ; then the subspace eLpð Þe is
isometrically isomorphic to Lpðe eÞ; the Lp-space associated with the reduced von
Neumann algebra e e; this isomorphism preserves the bimodule structure (over e e) as
well as the external product in the Lp scale; in particular, it preserves the disjointness.
This is easily seen by taking a special n.s.f. weight of the form
wðxÞ ¼ w1ðexeÞ þ w2ðe>xe>Þ;
where w1; w2 are n.s.f. weights on e e; resp. e
> e>: Then it is easy to see that e is
invariant under the automorphism group ðswt Þ associated with w and that sw1t is
nothing but the restriction of swt to e e: Thus the crossed product Me associated
with e e is nothing but eMe; on which the dual automorphism group ðyesÞ is simply
the restriction of ðysÞ and the trace te is the restriction of t:
1.2. Ultrapowers of non-commutative Lp-spaces
Let U be an ultraﬁlter over some index set I : If X is a Banach space, let cNðI ; XÞ
be the Banach space of bounded families of elements of X ; indexed by I ; equipped
with the usual supremum norm. Let NU be the subspace of U-vanishing families, i.e.
NU ¼ ðxiÞiAIAcNðI ; XÞ lim
i;U
jjxijj ¼ 0
 :
The ultrapower XU is simply the quotient Banach space cNðI ; XÞ=NU: If ðxiÞiAI is a
member of cNðI ; XÞ; we denote by ðxiÞ its image by the canonical surjection
cNðI ; X Þ-XU: The norm of this later element is simply given by jjðxiÞjj ¼
limi;U jjxijj:
The space X is canonically isometrically embedded into its ultrapower XU by the
diagonal embedding x/ðxÞi ; where ðxÞi is the constant family (all the members of
which are equal to x). We set xˆ ¼ ðxÞi : Sometimes we omit the hat over x when no
confusion can occur. If X is not ﬁnite dimensional and the ultraﬁlter is not trivial
(i.e. not principal) then XaXU:
If X ; Y are Banach spaces and T : X-Y is a bounded linear operator, we can
deﬁne canonically the ultrapower TU of T as the operator XU-YU; ðxiÞ/ðTxiÞ:
More generally we can deﬁne analogously the ultrapower FU of a locally uniformly
continuous map F : X-Y : In particular, if B : X  Y-Z is a bounded bilinear
map, it has an ultrapower map BU : XU  YU-ZU deﬁned by Bðx; ZÞ ¼ ðBðxi; yiÞÞ
whenever x ¼ ðxiÞ; Z ¼ ðyiÞ:
All these are also valid for quasi-Banach spaces.
Now let be a C-algebra. Then U is an involutive complex Banach algebra
when equipped with the natural product and conjugation operations which are the
respective ultrapowers of the product and the conjugation operations of : In fact,
U is a C-algebra since it veriﬁes the axiom jjxxjj ¼ jjxjj2 for every xA U; which
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characterizes C-algebras among involutive complex Banach algebras. On the other
hand, the class of von Neumann algebras (dual C-algebras) is not closed under
ultrapowers. However it was shown by Groh [G] that the class of the preduals of von
Neumann algebras is closed by ultrapowers. So if is a von Neumann algebra, and
 is its (unique) predual, then ð ÞU is isometric to the predual of a von Neumann
algebra A; moreover, U identiﬁes naturally to a w-dense subspace of A: In fact,
one can require that U be a -subalgebra of A; then A is uniquely deﬁned as C-
algebra. Note that the class of the preduals of semi-ﬁnite von Neumann algebras is
not closed under ultrapowers (see [Ra]), which justiﬁes the use of Haagerup Lp-
spaces in the present paper.
Groh’s theorem was extended by the ﬁrst author to the class of non-commutative
Lp-spaces, for arbitrary positive real p: It was shown in [Ra] that Lpð ÞU is
isometrically isomorphic to LpðAÞ; whereA does not depend on p (it is precisely the
dual of ð ÞU). In fact, the isomorphisms Lp : Lpð ÞU-LpðAÞ constructed in [Ra]
preserve some more structures. Note that on Lpð ÞU there are conjugation, absolute
value map, left and right actions of U; and external products with other spaces
Lqð ÞU; which are simply the ultrapowers of the corresponding operations involving
respectively Lpð Þ; and Lqð Þ: Then the identiﬁcation maps Lp preserve:
* conjugation: Lpðh˜Þ ¼ Lpðh˜Þ;
* absolute values: Lpðjh˜jÞ ¼ jLpðh˜Þj;
* U-bimodule structure: Lpðx˜  h˜  y˜Þ ¼ x˜  Lpðh˜Þ  y˜;
* external product: Lrðh˜  k˜Þ ¼ Lpðh˜Þ  Lqðk˜Þ; 1r ¼ 1p þ 1q
for all h˜ALpð ÞU; k˜ALqð ÞU; x˜; y˜A U: We shall frequently use these properties
without any further reference.
1.3. cp-sequences in Banach spaces
A basic sequence ðxnÞ of a Banach space X is K-equivalent to the unit cp-basis iff
there are positive reals a; b with b=apK such that
a
X
n
jlnjp
 !1=p
p
X
n
lnxn



pb X
n
jlnjp
 !1=p
for every system ðlnÞ of ﬁnitely nonzero complex numbers.
It is almost 1-equivalent to the cp-basis if for some sequence ðenÞ of positive reals
such that limn-N en ¼ 0; the tail ðxmÞmXn is ð1þ enÞ-equivalent to the cp-basis.
It is asymptotically 1-equivalent to the cp-basis if for some sequence ðenÞ of positive
reals such that limn-N en ¼ 0 we have
X
n
ð1 enÞpjlnjp
 !1=p
p
X
n
lnxn



p X
n
ð1þ enÞpjlnjp
 !1=p
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for every system ðlnÞ of ﬁnitely non-zero complex numbers. The space spanned by
such a sequence is called an asymptotically isometric copy of cp in the terminology of
[DJLT]. Note that the subspace spanned by a sequence which is almost 1-equivalent
to the cp-basis does not contain necessarily an asymptotically isometric copy of cp
(see [DJLT]).
2. Elements in Lpð ÞU which are disjoint from Lpð Þ
In this section we develop the main tools of the paper (Theorems 2.3, 2.7, Lemma
2.6). We also give several characterizations of bounded sequences in Lpð Þ which
have almost disjoint subsequences.
2.1. Pairs of disjoint elements in ultrapowers
Let be a von Neumann algebra,  its predual and ð ÞU the ultrapower of 
relative to an ultraﬁlter over some index set I : Let A be the dual von Neumann
algebra of ð ÞU: In this section we shall prove that disjoint elements of A; when
considered in ð ÞU; admit pairwise disjoint families of representatives in cNðI ;  Þ:
This property is easy to prove in the commutative case, using the lattice operations in
L1-spaces. The proof we give in the non-commutative case is based on the fact that
elements of the algebra A can be ‘‘locally’’ identiﬁed with elements of the ultra-
power U:
Recall that a projection p in a von Neumann algebra M is s-finite if it is the
support of a normal state. Equivalently, there is hAL2ðMÞþ such that sðhÞ ¼ p:
Proposition 2.1. For every xAA and every s-finite projection p of A there is a family
ðxiÞC with jjxijjpjjxjj for every iAI and representing an element x˜ ¼ ðxiÞ of U
such that x˜p ¼ xp:
Proof. Before to start the proof, recall that the positive cone in L1ð ÞU consists of
elements representable by a bounded family of non-negative elements of L1ð Þ:
Let now k˜AL2ðAÞ ¼ L2ð ÞU; k˜X0; with support p; and set h˜ ¼ xk˜: Note that
0ph˜h˜ ¼ k˜xxk˜pjjxjj2k˜2:
Let ðhiÞiAI be a bounded family in L2ð Þ representing h˜: We can ﬁnd a bounded
family ðciÞiAI in L1ð Þþ; representing k˜2 and such that
8iAI ; hi hipjjxjj2ci:
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For, let ðaiÞiAI be a bounded family in L1ð Þ representing
k˜2  h˜
h˜
jjxjj2
since this later element is positive, we can choose aiX0 for every iAI ; then set
ci ¼ ai þ h

i hi
jjxjj2:
Then for every iAI there exists xiA such that
hi ¼ xic1=2i and jjxijjpjjxjj:
The bounded family ðc1=2i ÞiAI represents ðk˜2Þ1=2 ¼ k˜; and so xk˜ ¼ h˜ ¼ ðxic1=2i Þ ¼ x˜k˜;
which implies x˜p ¼ xp: &
Corollary 2.2. For every xAA; xX0 and every s-finite projection p of A there exists
a family ðxiÞiAIC with 0pxipjjxjj representing an element x˜ of U such that
px˜p ¼ pxp:
Proof. Applying Proposition 2.1 to y ¼ x1=2 and p; we obtain ðyiÞC ; with
jjyijjpjjyjj ¼ jjxjj1=2 and y˜ ¼ ðyiÞ satisfying y˜p ¼ yp: Set xi ¼ yi yi; then px˜p ¼
py˜y˜p ¼ py2p ¼ pxp: &
The next result states that two disjoint s-ﬁnite projections of A can be separated
by a projection of U: It is the key technical result of the paper.
Theorem 2.3. Let p; q be two disjoint s-finite projections in A: There exists a family of
projections ðriÞiAI in representing a projection r˜ of U such that:
r˜Xp and r˜>Xq:
Proof. Applying the preceding corollary to x ¼ p and the s-ﬁnite projection
s ¼ p þ q; we ﬁnd ðxiÞiAIC with 0pxip1 such that x˜ ¼ ðxiÞ veriﬁes:
sx˜s ¼ sps ¼ p:
Then
sð1 x˜Þs ¼ s  p ¼ q:
Hence
x˜s ¼ p þ s>x˜s;
ð1 x˜Þs ¼ q þ s>ð1 x˜Þs

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whence
x˜p ¼ p þ s>x˜p;
ð1 x˜Þq ¼ q þ s>ð1 x˜Þq:

Let k˜AL2ðAÞ ¼ L2ð ÞU with support p: Since jjx˜jjp1; we have
jjk˜jj22Xjjx˜sk˜jj22 ¼ jjpk˜jj22 þ jjs>x˜pk˜jj22 ¼ jjk˜jj22 þ jjs>x˜k˜jj22:
Therefore, s>x˜k˜ ¼ 0; and so s>x˜p ¼ 0: Similarly, since jj1 x˜jjp1; we have
s>ð1 x˜Þq ¼ 0: Thus
x˜p ¼ p and ð1 x˜Þq ¼ q:
For every iAI consider the spectral projection ri ¼ w½1
2
;1ðxiÞ of xi associated with the
indicator function of the interval ½1
2
; 1: Note that ri ¼ f ðxiÞxi; where the function f is
deﬁned by f ðtÞ ¼ t1w½1
2
;1ðtÞ: We have jjf ðxiÞjjpjjf jjN ¼ 2; so the family ðf ðxiÞÞiAI
deﬁnes an element of U: Then
ðriÞq ¼ ðf ðxiÞÞðxiÞq ¼ 0:
Similarly, since r>i ¼ gð1 xiÞð1 xiÞ with gðtÞ ¼ t1wð1
2
;1ðtÞ; we deduce
ðr>i Þp ¼ ðgð1 xiÞÞð1 xiÞp ¼ 0:
Therefore r˜ ¼ ðriÞ is a desired projection of U: &
Corollary 2.4. Let 0opoN: Two elements h˜; k˜ of LpðAÞ ¼ Lpð ÞU are disjoint if
and only if they admit representative families ðhiÞiAI ; ðkiÞiAI such that for every iAI ; hi
is disjoint from ki:
Proof. The ‘‘if ’’ part is evident. To prove the necessity of the condition assume h˜; k˜
are disjoint. By Theorem 2.3, we can ﬁnd projections r˜ ¼ ðriÞ; s˜ ¼ ðsiÞ in U such
that
s˜Xcðh˜Þ; s˜>Xcðk˜Þ;
r˜Xrðh˜Þ; r˜>Xrðk˜Þ:
Let ðhiÞiAI ; resp. ðkiÞiAI be two representative families of h˜; resp. k˜: Let h0i ¼ sihiri and
k0i ¼ s>i kir>i : Then ðh0iÞ; ðk0iÞ are two desired representative families. &
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2.2. Elements of Lpð ÞU disjoint from Lpð Þ
We say that h˜ALpð ÞU is disjoint from Lpð Þ (considered as subspace of Lpð ÞU)
if h˜>k for every kALpð Þ: (This is an abuse of notation; we should write h˜>kˆ;
where kˆ ¼ ðkÞ is the canonical image of k in Lpð ÞU; note that the left and right
supports of kˆ do not coincide with the canonical images in U of the supports of k).
Equivalently, h˜k ¼ kh˜ ¼ 0 for every kALpð Þ: Since kALpð Þþ and kaALp=að Þþ
have the same support (in A), another equivalent condition is that kh˜ ¼ 0 ¼ h˜k for
every k in Lqð Þ; for some (every) q; 0oqoN:
A simple example is given by the following lemma:
Lemma 2.5. Suppose that U is a free ultrafilter over N and let ðhnÞnAN be a bounded
disjoint sequence in Lpð Þ: Then the element h˜ defined by this sequence in Lpð ÞU is
disjoint from Lpð Þ:
Proof. The left supports sn ¼ cðhnÞ are pairwise disjoint. If kAL2ð Þ we have then
jjksnjj2-0: For, since the elements ksn; nAN are pairwise orthogonal for the natural
scalar product of L2ð Þ:
X
n
jjksnjj22 ¼
X
n
ksn




2
2
pjjkjj22:
Consequently, by the Ho¨lder inequality (with 1=r ¼ 1=2þ 1=p),
jjkhnjjrpjjksnjj2jjhnjjp-0: Similarly, jjhnkjjr-0: A fortiori, limn;U jjhnkjjr ¼ 0 ¼
limn;U jjkhnjjr ¼ 0; which implies kh˜ ¼ h˜k ¼ 0: &
Lemma 2.6. Let 0opoN; and let S be a separable subset of elements of Lpð ÞU
which are disjoint from Lpð Þ: For each h˜AS let ðhiÞiAI be a bounded family in Lpð Þ
defining h˜: Then for every finite system P of pairwise commuting projections of and
every separable subset K of Lpð Þ there exists a family ðsiÞ of projections of
commuting with P and such that
8kAK; jjsikjjp þ jjksijjp i;U! 0;
8h˜AS; jjs>i hijjp þ jjhis>i jjp i;U! 0:
(
Proof. Let P ¼ fp1;y; pNg: replacing P by the set of atoms of the (ﬁnite) Boolean
algebra generated by P; we may suppose that the pj’s are disjoint and
PN
j¼1 pj ¼ 1:
Note that for every j ¼ 1;y; N; and h˜AS the elements pˆj h˜ and h˜pˆj are disjoint from
Lpð Þ; and a fortiori from pˆjLpð Þpˆj: We may identify pjLpð Þpj with Lpðpj pjÞ;
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and pˆjLpð ÞUpˆj with Lpðpj pjÞU: Let
e ¼
_
h˜AS
cðpˆj h˜Þ3rðh˜pˆjÞ; f ¼
_
kAK
cðpˆj kˆÞ3rðkˆpˆjÞ:
Then e and f are s-ﬁnite disjoint projections. Note that all the support projections
above are smaller than pˆj; hence belong to pˆjApˆj; and so do e and f : Thus by
Theorem 2.3 there exists a family ðsðjÞi Þi of projections of pj pj such that the
corresponding projections s˜ðjÞ of pˆjApˆj satisfy eps˜ðjÞ and fpðs˜ðjÞÞ>:
We set
si ¼
XN
j¼1
s
ðjÞ
i ¼
XN
j¼1
pjs
ðjÞ
i pj:
Then all si clearly commute with P; and
ðsihiÞ ¼
XN
j¼1
s˜ðjÞh˜ ¼
XN
j¼1
s˜ðjÞpˆj h˜ ¼
XN
j¼1
pˆj h˜ ¼ h˜ for every h˜AS;
ðsikÞ ¼
XN
j¼1
s˜ðjÞkˆ ¼
XN
j¼1
s˜ðjÞpˆj kˆ ¼ 0 for every kAK:
Similarly, ðhisiÞ ¼ h˜ and ðksiÞ ¼ 0 for all h˜AS and kAK: Therefore, the family ðsiÞ
satisﬁes all requirements of the lemma. &
Recall that a sequence ðhnÞ in Lpð Þ is almost disjoint if there is a disjoint sequence
ðh0nÞCLpð Þ such that limn jjhn  h0njjp ¼ 0 (see Deﬁnition 1.1).
Theorem 2.7. A bounded family ðhiÞiAI in Lpð Þ has an almost disjoint countable
subfamily if and only if for some free ultrafilter U over I ðhiÞiAI defines an element of
the ultrapower Lpð ÞU which is disjoint from Lpð Þ:
Proof. The ‘‘only if’’ part results from Lemma 2.5, choosing an ultraﬁlter U
containing as an element the inﬁnite subset of I indexing the countable subfamily.
Let us prove the ‘‘if’’ part.
We use Lemma 2.6 to construct inductively a sequence of distinct indices ðinÞ and a
sequence ðqnÞ of commuting projections of ; such that
8nAN : jjq>n hin jjp þ jjhin q>n jjpo2n and 8mon; jjqnhim jjp þ jjhim qnjjpo2n:
We start with some i0AI and q0 ¼ 1: At the ðn þ 1Þth step apply Lemma 2.6 to
P ¼ fq0;y; qng and K ¼ fhi0 ;y; hing:
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Set pn ¼ qnð
V
k4n q
>
k Þ: The projections pn are disjoint. Note that since the qk’s
commute, we have
W
k4n qk ¼
P
k4n xnqk for some xnA ; 0pxnp1: Then
jjðp>n  q>n Þhin jjp ¼ jjðqn  pnÞhin jjp ¼ qn
_
k4n
qk
 !
hin

!


p
p
X
k4n
xnqk
 !
hin




p
:
Therefore, if pX1;
jjðp>n  q>n Þhin jjpp
X
k4n
jjqkhin jjpp2n;
similarly, if 0opo1;
jjðp>n  q>n Þhin jjppð2p  1Þ1=p2n:
Thus in both cases, jjðp>n  q>n Þhin jjp n-N! 0: Hence it follows that jjp>n hin jjp-0: In
the same way, we show that jjhin p>n jjp-0: Therefore, jjhin  pnhin pnjjp-0: &
Remark 2.8. (i) Theorem 2.7 has a close analog for left (resp. right) disjointness. Say
that a sequence ðhnÞ in Lpð Þ is almost left (resp. right) disjoint if there exists
a sequence ðh0nÞ of pairwise left (resp. right) disjoint vectors in Lpð Þ such that
jjhn  h0njjp-0: Similarly, an element h˜ of the ultrapower Lpð ÞU is left (resp. right)
disjoint from Lpð Þ if it is left (resp. right) disjoint from every element of Lpð Þ
(canonically embedded in) Lpð ÞU: Then a bounded family in Lpð Þ has an almost
left (resp. right) disjoint countable subfamily iff for some free ultraﬁlter U over the
index set I it deﬁnes an element of the ultrapower Lpð ÞU which is left (resp. right)
disjoint from Lpð Þ:
(ii) The proof of Theorem 2.7 shows in fact the following: if ðhnÞ is an almost
disjoint sequence in Lpð Þ; then there exist a subsequence ðhinÞ and a disjoint
sequence ðpnÞ of projections in such that jjhin  pnhin pnjjp-0: The same remark
also applies to left and right almost disjoint sequences.
2.3. Disjoint types over Lpð Þ
Recall that following [KrM] a type over a Banach space E (or p-Banach space) is a
function t : E-Rþ of the form tðxÞ ¼ limi;U jjx þ xijj; where ðxiÞ is a bounded
family of points of E and U an ultraﬁlter over I : Equivalently, we have tðxÞ ¼
jjx þ xjj; where x is an element of the ultrapower EU: then we say that x deﬁnes the
type t: We say that a sequence ðxnÞCE defines the type t if tðxÞ ¼ limn-N jjx þ xnjj:
Note that in separable spaces every type is deﬁnable by a sequence. We call a type t
over Lpð Þ a disjoint type if it is deﬁnable by an element x of some ultrapower
Lpð ÞU which is disjoint from Lpð Þ:
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Proposition 2.9. If 0opoN; the disjoint types over Lpð Þ are exactly the functions of
the form h/FaðhÞ ¼ ðjjhjjp þ apÞ1=p; where is a non-negative real number.
Moreover, if pa2 an element x of an ultrapower Lpð ÞU defines a disjoint type over
Lpð Þ if and only if it is disjoint from Lpð Þ:
Proof. If t is a disjoint type deﬁned by xALpð ÞU with x>Lpð Þ; we clearly have
t ¼ Fa with a ¼ jjxjj: Conversely, if x deﬁnes the type Fa; then a ¼ jjxjjp and for every
hALpð Þ:
jjh7xjjp ¼ Fað7hÞp ¼ ðjjhjjp þ jjxjjpÞ
hence x>h by Fact 1.3 when pa2: &
Lemma 2.10. Every disjoint normalized sequence ðhnÞ in Lpð Þ defines a disjoint type.
Proof. Let U be a free ultraﬁlter over N: By Lemma 2.5, h˜ ¼ ðhnÞ is disjoint from
Lpð Þ: Hence for every kALpð Þ; limn;U jjk þ hnjj ¼ jjk þ h˜jj ¼ ðjjkjjp þ jjh˜jjpÞ1=p ¼
F1ðkÞ: Since this is true for every ultraﬁlter U; we have limn-N
jjk þ hnjj ¼ F1ðkÞ: &
The following gives several characterizations of a bounded sequence which deﬁnes
a disjoint type:
Proposition 2.11. Let 0op; qoN; pa2 and ðhnÞ be a bounded sequence in Lpð Þ:
Assume that the sequence of norms ðjjhnjjÞ converges. Then the following assertions are
equivalent:
(i) ðhnÞ defines a disjoint type.
(ii) For every element h of Lqð Þ we have limn-N h  hn ¼ 0 ¼ limn-N hn  h:
(iii) Every subsequence of ðhnÞ contains a subsequence which is almost disjoint in
Lpð Þ:
(iv) Every subsequence of ðhnÞ contains a subsequence asymptotically 1-equivalent to
the cp-basis (up to a constant factor).
(v) (For pX1:) Every subsequence of ðhnÞ contains a subsequence asymptotically
1-equivalent to the cp-basis (up to a constant factor) and spanning an almost
1-complemented subspace of Lpð Þ:
Proof. Note that the hypothesis on the convergence of the norms is necessary since if
ðhnÞ deﬁnes a disjoint type Fa; then jjhnjj-Fað0Þ ¼ a:
(i) ) (ii): For every free ultraﬁlter U over N; the element h˜ deﬁned by ðhnÞ in
Lpð ÞU deﬁnes the same disjoint type. By Proposition 2.9, h˜ is disjoint from Lpð Þ:
Equivalently, for every kALqð Þ we have kˆh˜ ¼ 0 ¼ h˜kˆ; where kˆ ¼ ðkÞ is the
canonical image of k in Lqð ÞU: Since kˆh˜ ¼ ðkknÞ; h˜kˆ ¼ ðhnkÞ; we have
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limn;U khn ¼ 0 ¼ limn;U hnk: Since this is true for every free ultraﬁlter U over N; we
have limn-N khn ¼ 0 ¼ limn-N hnk:
(ii) ) (iii): Since every subsequence of ðhnÞ veriﬁes also hypothesis (ii), we may
argue with the whole sequence. Let U be a free ultraﬁlter over N and h˜ the element
deﬁned by ðhnÞ in Lpð ÞU: Then h˜ is disjoint from Lpð Þ; and by Theorem 2.7 ðhnÞ
has an almost disjoint subsequence.
(iii) ) (iv) (resp. and (v) if pX1): It is clear that every sequence of normalized
pairwise disjoint elements of Lpð Þ is isometrically equivalent to the cp-basis (resp.
and spans a 1-complemented subspace if pX1). By standard perturbation techniques
(see e.g. [LT, Proposition 1.a.9]) one deduces that an almost disjoint sequence of
elements whose norms converge to 1 has a subsequence which is almost 1-equivalent
to the cp-basis (resp. and spans an almost 1-complemented subspace). This
subsequence ðh0nÞ in turn has a subsequence which is asymptotically 1-equivalent
to the cp-basis: This is a consequence of the fact that
8hALpð Þ; lim
n-N
jjh þ h0njj ¼ ðjjhjjp þ 1Þ1=p
and by a standard Ascoli type argument, this limit is uniform on the unit ball of
every ﬁnite dimensional subspace V of Lpð Þ: Hence for every d40 there exists
N ¼ NðV ; dÞ such that
8nXN; 8hAV ; 8lAC ð1 dÞðjjhjjp þ jljpÞpjjh þ lh0njjppð1þ dÞðjjhjjp þ jljpÞ:
Choose a sequence ðdnÞ with 0odno1 and
Q
n ð1 dnÞ40; and deﬁne inductively
n0 ¼ 1on1o?onkonkþ1? by applying the preceding to Vk ¼ span½hnk j 1pcpk
and setting nkþ1 ¼ max ½nk þ 1; NðVk; dkÞÞ:
(iv) ) (iii): Suppose that hn itself is asymptotically equivalent to the cp-basis.
Let U be a free ultraﬁlter over N and for every mAN let h˜m be the element of
Lpð ÞU deﬁned by the sequence ðhmþnÞnAN: Then the sequence ðh˜mÞ is isometrically
equivalent to the cp-basis. Let us make the identiﬁcation Lpð ÞU ¼ LpðAÞ: By
Fact 1.3 the elements h˜m are disjoint in LpðAÞ: Let x be the element of LpðAÞU
deﬁned by the sequence ðh˜mÞ: It is disjoint from LpðAÞ; hence a fortiori from Lpð Þ:
On the other hand, iterated ultrapowers are ultrapowers (relative to the product
ultraﬁlter), i.e. xALpð ÞUU: Recall that the ultraﬁlter UU over NN is
deﬁned by
AAUU3fn j fmAN j ðn; mÞAAgAUgAU:
With this identiﬁcation we have x ¼ ðhmþnÞm;n: Let f :NN-N be a bijective map
and V be the ultraﬁlter f ðUUÞ ¼ ff ðAÞ j AAUUg: Set jðf ðm; nÞÞ ¼ m þ n:
Then the sequence ðhjðiÞÞ deﬁnes in Lpð ÞV an element disjoint from Lpð Þ; so by
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Theorem 2.7 it has an almost disjoint subsequence. Since clearly jðiÞ-N when
i-N; a further subsequence will be a subsequence of the initial sequence ðhnÞ:
(iii) ) (i): by Lemma 2.10. &
Remark. In the case p ¼ 2; the relations (ii)3 (iii) ) (i)3 (iv)3 (v) are still
true.
3. Embedding of cp-sums of ﬁnite dimensional spaces
We begin this section by recalling some standard notions from Banach space
theory. If ðFnÞ is a (ﬁnite or inﬁnite) sequence of Banach (or quasi-Banach) spaces,
their p-direct sum ð"n FnÞp is the space of sequences ðxnÞA
Q
n Fn such thatP
n jjxnjjpFn converges, equipped with the natural norm jjðxnÞjj ¼ ð
P
n jjxnjjpFnÞ
1=p: As
usual, if all the spaces Fn coincide with a given space F ; their p-direct sum is denoted
by cpðFÞ for an inﬁnite sequence, ckpðFÞ for a ﬁnite sequence with k elements.
A Banach (or quasi-Banach) space X contains uniformly a sequence of Banach
(or quasi-Banach) spaces ðYnÞ if for some constant K the space X contains for every
n a subspace Xn which is K-isomorphic to Yn; then we say that X contains the
Yn’s K-uniformly.
We say that a sequence ðEnÞ of closed subspaces of the space Lpð Þ is almost
disjoint if there exists a sequence ðpnÞ of pairwise disjoint projections of such that
limn-N jjTnjj ¼ 0; where Tn is the operator En-Lpð Þ; x/ðx  pnxpnÞ:
The following is one of the main results of this paper.
Theorem 3.1. Let 0opoN; pa2; be a von Neumann algebra and X a closed
subspace of Lpð Þ: Let ðFnÞ be a sequence of finite dimensional normed (or quasi-
normed) spaces.
(i) If X contains K-uniformly the finite p-direct sums cnpðFjÞ; n; jX1; then X contains
a subspace isomorphic to the infinite p-direct sum ð"j FjÞp:
(ii) More precisely, under the assumption of (i) for every e40 there exists an almost
disjoint sequence ðEnÞ of finite dimensional subspaces of X such that for every n;
En is ðK þ eÞ-isomorphic to Fn:
(iii) If in addition 1ppoN and X contains the cnpðFjÞ ðn; jX1Þ as uniformly
complemented subspaces of Lpð Þ; then the En can be found uniformly
complemented, and consequently X contains ð"j FjÞp as a complemented subspace
of Lpð Þ:
This result immediately implies Theorem 0.1:
Proof of Theorem 0.1. To deduce Theorem 0.1 from Theorem 3.1 we need only to
note that for every n; mX1; the space Snmp contains isometrically c
n
pðSmp Þ (as
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1-complemented subspace when pX1) by just taking the block-diagonal
embedding. &
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 3.1. We ﬁrst
reﬁne the given embeddings of cnpðFjÞ into X : We denote by ðeiÞ the natural basis
of cp or c
n
p: If F is a space and xAF ; then ei#x denotes the sequence
ð0; 0;y; 0; x; 0yÞ; where x is at the ith place.
Lemma 3.2. Let X be a (p-)Banach space and F a finite dimensional (quasi-)normed
space. Assume that X contains K-uniformly the spaces cnpðFÞ; nX1: Then for every
e40 and every nX1 there exists a K-isomorphic embedding Tn;e : cnpðFÞ+X such that
for every non-zero xAF the sequence ðjjTn;eðei#xÞjj1Tn;eðei#xÞÞ1pipn is ð1þ eÞ-
equivalent to the unit basis of cnp: If in addition pX1 and the initial copies of the c
n
pðFÞ
are C-complemented, the new ones Tn;eðcpðFÞÞ are KC-complemented.
Proof. Given nX1 let Tn be a K-isomorphic embedding of cnpðFÞ into X : We deﬁne
canonically a K-isomorphic embedding T of cpðFÞ into some ultrapower XU of X by
extending the Tn to operators cpðFÞ-X (simply set Tnðek#xÞ ¼ 0 if k4n) and then
setting Tðek#xÞ ¼ ðTnðek#xÞÞ:
If pX1; we use Krivine’s Theorem (see [MS, Theorem 12.4 in the real case];
[BL, Chapter 6, Corollary 3 for the complex version]): every basic sequence ðxnÞ in
a Banach space contains, for some qA½1;þN; every e40 and every nX1; a ﬁnite
sequence of disjoint blocks ð1þ eÞ-equivalent to the cnq-basis. Of course, if the
sequence ðxnÞ is itself K-equivalent to the cp-basis, then q ¼ p:
If 0opp1; we use the following p-normed space version of the well-known James
distorsion theorem on c1: if a p-Banach space has a basis equivalent to the cp-basis, it
contains for every e40 a basic sequence which is ð1þ eÞ-equivalent to the cp-basis,
and consists of successive blocks of the initial basis. We refer to [J] or to
[LT, Proposition 2e3] for the proof of James’ Theorem in the case p ¼ 1: The adap-
tation of this proof to the case 0opo1 is straightforward.
Fix a non-zero xAF : In both cases, for every nX1 we can ﬁnd a sequence
J1oJ2o?oJn of successive disjoint intervals of N and systems ðlk;jÞk¼1;y;n;jAJk
such that
P
jAJk jlk;jj
p ¼ 1 for every k; and such that
8r1;y; rnAC;
Xn
k¼1
rk
X
jAJk
lk;jTðej#xÞ




p
B
ð1þeÞ Xn
k¼1
jrkjp
X
jAJk
lk;jTðej#xÞ




p
;
where as usual the abbreviation aBC b means maxða=b; b=aÞp ﬃﬃﬃﬃCp : Let SðnÞx be the
isometry cpn+c
p deﬁned by
S
ðnÞ
x ðekÞ ¼
X
jAJk
lk;jej
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and let
T
ðN;nÞ
x ¼ TN3ðSðnÞx #IdF Þ : cnpðFÞ-X :
Then clearly for N sufﬁciently large T
ðN;nÞ
x is a K-isomorphic embedding and
lim
N;U
T
ðN;nÞ
x
Xn
k¼1
rkek#x
 !



p
X
B1þe lim
N;U
Xn
k¼1
jrkjpjjT ðN;nÞx ðek#xÞjjpX
for all r1;y; rnAC: Using the compacity of the unit ball of c
n
p one easily deduces
that for some N ¼ Nðn; eÞ
T
ðN;nÞ
x
Xn
k¼1
rkek#x
 !



p
X
B1þ2e
Xn
k¼1
jrkjpjjT ðN;nÞx ðek#xÞjjpX
for all r1;y; rnAC: Set T
ðnÞ
x ¼ T ðNðn;eÞ;nÞx : Note that
T
ðnÞ
x
X
k
uk#x
 !



p
X
B
ð1þ2eÞ2 X
k
jjT ðnÞx ðuk#xÞjjpX
for every sequence ðukÞ of pairwise disjoint elements of cnp:
Note moreover that if xAF veriﬁes
Tn
X
k
uk#x
 !



p
X
B1þd
X
k
jjTnðuk#xÞjjpX
for every n and every disjoint sequence ðukÞ of cnp; then the T ðnÞx enjoy the same
property (simply because the SNx ðukÞ are pairwise disjoint too). Let us say that the
sequence ðT ðnÞx Þ is a ðe; xÞ-reﬁnement of the sequence ðTnÞ:
Let now E ¼ fx1;y; xdg be an e-net in the unit sphere SF of F ; i.e. a max-
imal set of e-separated points of SF : We deﬁne successively sequences
ðT ðnÞx1 Þ; ðT
ðnÞ
x1;x2
Þ;y; ðT ðnÞx1;y;xd Þ of K-isomorphic embeddings of cnpðFÞ into X : The
sequence ððT ðnÞx1 ÞÞ is a ðe; x1Þ-reﬁnement of the sequence ðTnÞ; and for every
j ¼ 2;y; d; the sequence ðT ðnÞx1;y;xj Þ is a ðe; xjÞ-reﬁnement of the sequence ðT
ðnÞ
x1;y;xðj1Þ
Þ:
The ﬁnal operators, which we denote by T
ðnÞ
E ; are still K-isomorphic embeddings and
verify
8xAE; 8ðrkÞAcnp; T ðnÞE
X
k
rkek#x
 !



p
X
B
ð1þ2eÞ2 X
k
jrkjpjjT ðnÞE ðek#xÞjjpX :
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If now xASF is arbitrary, let xAE with jx  xjpe: For every norm one ðrkÞAcp we
have by triangular inequality in X (in the Banach case):
X
k
rkT
ðnÞ
E ðek#xÞ



 X
k
rkT
ðnÞ
E ðek#xÞ






pjjT ðnÞE jj
X
k
rkek#ðx  xÞ




cpðFÞ
peK
and similarly by triangular inequality in cnp; and in X :
X
k
jrkjpjjT ðnÞE ðek#xÞjjp
 !1=p

X
k
jrkjpjjT ðnÞE ðek#xÞjjp
 !1=p
peK :
Then we deduce that ðT ðnÞE ðek#xÞÞk is f ðe; KÞ-equivalent to the cnp-basis, with
f ðe; KÞ-1 when e-0 ðwe find f ðe; KÞpð1þ 2eÞ
4ð1þ 2KeÞ
1 2Keð1þ 2eÞ2 Þ:
Similar estimations hold in the p-normed case.
A careful examination of what has been done shows that each T
ðnÞ
E is deduced
from some TN simply by composing on the right with some S#IdF ; where
S : cnp+c
N
p is an isometry. Note that S maps the basis vectors of c
n
p onto
disjoint vectors in cNp (if p ¼ 2 it is not automatic but results from the construction).
If pX1 the range of such an isometry is always 1-complemented by some
norm one projection QS (see [LT, Proposition 2.a.1]; in fact this projection
veriﬁes jjQSðjxjÞjjppjjxjjp for every xAcNp ). Then Q˜S ¼ QS#IdF is a norm one
projection in cNp ðFÞ: If PN is a projection from X onto the range of TN ; then
TNQ˜ST
1
N PN is a projection from X onto the range of T
ðnÞ
E (with norm
pK jjPN jj). &
Lemma 3.3. For every jX1 let Uj be a free ultrafilter over I and ðXi;jÞiAI be a family of
dj-dimensional subspaces of Lpð Þ such that ð
Q
i Xi;jÞUj ; considered as a subspace of
Lpð ÞUj ; is disjoint from Lpð Þ: Let ðejÞ be an arbitrary sequence of positive real
numbers. Then there exist a sequence ðijÞj in I and a sequence ðpjÞ of pairwise disjoint
projections of such that:
8jX1; supfjjh  pjhpjjj j hAXij ;j; jjhjjp1gpej:
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Proof. Given j; a ﬁnite system P of pairwise disjoint projections, and a ﬁnite
dimensional subspace V of Lpð Þ; we can obtain, using Lemma 2.6, a family ðsiÞiAI
of projections of which commute with P and such that:
(i) 8kAV ; jjsikjj þ jjksijj i;Uj! 0:
(ii) for every bounded family ðhiÞA
Q
i Xi;j; jjs>i hijj þ jjhis>i jj i;Uj! 0:
To see this we just note that V and ðQi Xi;jÞUj are separable since they are ﬁnite
dimensional.
By compacity of the unit balls of V and of
Q
i Xi;j; the conditions (i), (ii) clearly
imply:
ði0Þ supfjjsikjj þ jjksijj j kAV ; jjkjjp1g i;Uj! 0:
ðii0Þ supfjjs>i hjj þ jjhs>i jj j hAXi;j; jjhjjp1g i;Uj! 0:
Let ðdjÞ be a sequence of positive real numbers. Now we construct by induction a
sequence ðijÞ of distinct indices in I and a sequence of pairwise commuting
projections ðqjÞ such that for every jX1;
8hA
X
npj1
Xin;n; jjqjhjj þ jjhqjjjodjjjhjj;
8hAXij ;j; jjq>j hjj þ jjhq>j jjodjjjhjj:
We shall consider the convex case ðpX1Þ; the p-normed case ð0opo1Þ being treated
analogously. Choose some i1AI and set q1 ¼ 1: Assume constructed i1;y; ij and
q1;y; qj: Set V ¼
Pj
n¼1 Xin;n; and let ðsiÞ be a family verifying the conditions ði0Þ; ðii0Þ
above with j þ 1 in place of j: Thus for some iAI\fi1;y; ijg we have
8hA
X
npj
Xin;n; jjsihjj þ jjhsijjodjþ1jjhjj;
8hAXi;jþ1; jjs>i hjj þ jjhs>i jjodjþ1jjhjj:
Then set ijþ1 ¼ i and qjþ1 ¼ si: Finally, deﬁne pj ¼ qj
V
k4j q
>
k : It is easy to check
that the two sequences ðijÞ and ðpjÞ satisfy the requirements of the lemma if the dj are
sufﬁciently small. &
Now we are in a position to prove Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. By Lemma 3.2, we ﬁnd K-embeddings Tj;n of c
n
pðFjÞ into X
such that for each non-zero xAFj the sequence ðjjTj;nðei#xÞjj1Tj;nðei#xÞÞ1pipn
is ð1þ 1=nÞ-equivalent to the cnp-basis. Let U be a free ultraﬁlter over N and
deﬁne T˜j :
S
n c
n
pðFjÞ+XU by T˜jðei#xÞ ¼ ðTj;nðei#xÞÞ; with the agreement that
Tj;nðei#xÞ ¼ 0 if i4n: Then T˜j is a K-embedding into LpðAÞ ¼ Lpð ÞU; that we
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extend by continuity to the whole of cpðFjÞ: For every non-zero xAFj ; the sequence
ðjjT˜jðei#xÞjj1T˜jðei#xÞÞi is 1-equivalent to the cp-basis, so it deﬁnes in LpðAÞU an
element disjoint from LpðAÞ; and a fortiori from Lpð Þ: We can identify LpðAÞU ¼
ðLpð UÞÞU with Lpð ÞUU: Set Sj;i;n : Fj-X ; x/Tj;nðei#xÞ; for nXi the operator
Sj;i;n induces a K-isomorphic embedding of Fj into X : Moreover, if the initial copies
of cnpðFjÞ in X are C-complemented in Lpð Þ; the ranges Sj;i;nðFjÞ; nXi; are KC-
complemented. For every xAFj; the double sequence ðSj;i;nðxÞÞi;n deﬁnes an element
of Lpð ÞUU disjoint from Lpð Þ:
Let V be the trace of the ultraﬁlter UU over the set D ¼ fði; nÞ j nXig: We
apply Lemma 3.3 to the family ðSj;i;nðFjÞÞði;nÞAD and the ultraﬁlterV: Let ðij; njÞ be a
sequence in D and ðpjÞ be a disjoint sequence of projections of satisfying the
conclusion of that lemma. From now on we write Ej in place of Sj;ij ;nj ðFjÞ: recall that
Ej is K-isomorphic to Fj by some isomorphism Tj : Fj-Ej ; and that if we denote by
Rj the operator Lpð Þ-Lpð Þ; h/pjhpj we have jjðId RjÞjEj jjoej; which proves
assertion (ii) of the theorem. In the case (iii), we have moreover that Ej is KC-
complemented in Lpð Þ by some projection Pj :
Now we can easily accomplish the proof of the theorem. Assertion (i) of the
theorem follows by a standard perturbation argument which we sketch here (in the
convex case) for further use in Section 6. Let ðpjÞ and ðEjÞ be as before. Then for
every ﬁnite sequence ðyjÞA
Q
j Ej we have
X
j
yj  pjyjpj



pX
j
ejjjyjjjp
X
j
ej
1 ej jjpjyjpjjjpe supj jjpjyjpjjj;
where e ¼PjX1 ejð1ejÞ is ﬁnite and small if the ej ’s are sufﬁciently small. On the other
hand, since the projections pj are pairwise disjoint,
X
j
pjyjpj



 ¼ X
j
jjpjyjpjjjp
 !1=p
:
Thus it follows that
ð1 eÞ
X
j
jjpjyjpjjjp
 !1=p
p
X
j
yj



pð1þ eÞ X
j
jjpjyjpj jjp
 !1=p
:
However
jjpjyjpjjjpjjyj jj and jjpjyjpjjjXð1 ejÞjjyjjjXð1 eÞjjyjjj:
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Hence
ð1 eÞ2
X
j
jjyjjjp
 !1=p
p
X
j
yj



pð1þ eÞ X
j
jjyj jjp
 !1=p
:
Assume now w.l.o.g. that jjT1j jjp1; jjTjjjpK for every jX1: We deﬁne
T : F ¼ M
jX1
Fj
 !
p
-E ¼
X
jX1
Ej by TððxjÞÞ ¼
X
j
Tjxj:
Then from the preceding inequalities we deduce that jjT1jjpð1 eÞ2; jjT jjp
ð1þ eÞK : This proves assertion (i).
In case (iii) of the theorem, since
jjðId  PjRjÞjEj jj ¼ jjðPj  PjRjÞjEj jjoKCej
it follows that Wj ¼ PjRjjEj is for small ej an isomorphism Ej-Ej; with
jjW1j jjpð1 KCejÞ1: Then Qx ¼
P
jW
1
j PjRjx deﬁnes a bounded projection
from X onto
P
jEj : In fact
jjQxjjppp½ð1þ eÞð1 eÞ2p
X
j
jjW1j PjRjxjjppMp
X
j
jjRjxjjp ¼ Mpjjxjjp
with M ¼ KCð1þ eÞð1 eÞ2ð1 KCeÞ1: &
4. Equiintegrability and the subsequence splitting lemma
Randrianantoanina [R3] introduced the notion of p-equiintegrable subset of a
non-commutative Lp-space. We give here a seemingly more restrictive deﬁnition of
p-equiintegrable sets; it will appear later that this deﬁnition is in fact equivalent to
Randrianantoanina’s one.
Deﬁnition 4.1. Let be a von Neumann algebra and 0opoN: A bounded subset K
of Lpð Þ is called p-equiintegrable if suphAK jjeaheajjp a! 0 for every net ðeaÞ of
projections of which w-converges to 0:
Remark 4.2. Finite subsets of Lpð Þ are p-equiintegrable. In fact, given a net of
projections ðsaÞ w-converging to 0; let A be the set of positive reals p such that
jjhsajjp a! 0 for every hALpð Þ: By Ho¨lder’s inequality, one easily sees that qAA
whenever 0oqop and pAA: Thus A is an interval whose left endpoint is 0. On the
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other hand, if pAA; then 2pAA for
jjhsajj22p ¼ jjsahhsajjppjjðhhÞsajjp:
However, it is clear that 2AA since jjhsajj22 ¼ /hh; saS in the identiﬁcation of L1ð Þ
with : Therefore, we deduce that A ¼ ð0;NÞ:
Lemma 4.3. Every net ðpaÞ of s-finite projections of which w-converges to 0
contains a sequence which still w-converges to 0:
Proof. Construct inductively a sequence ðjnÞ in þ and a sequence ðanÞ such that:
(i) maxfjmðpanÞ j m ¼ 1;y; n  1gon1;
(ii) jn has support pan and norm 1.
Set c ¼PNm¼1 2mjm; then sðcÞ dominates all the pan ’s, and clearly cðpanÞ n-N! 0:
Hence ðpanÞ w-converges to zero. &
Proposition 4.4. A bounded subset K of Lpð Þ is p-equiintegrable if and only if
for every sequence ðenÞ of projections of which w-converges to 0 we have
suphAK jjenhenjjp n! 0: In particular, a subset K of Lpð Þ is p-equiintegrable if every
countable subset of K is.
Proof. The condition is clearly necessary. Conversely if K is not equiintegrable, there
exists a family ðpiÞiAI of projections of and an ultraﬁlter U over I such that
w-limi;U pi ¼ 0 but limi;U suphAK jjpihpijjp4d40: We can clearly suppose that for
some family ðhiÞ of elements of K we have jjpihipijjXd=2 for every iAI : Let
p0i ¼ cðpihipiÞ3rðpihipiÞ: then p0ippi and ðp0iÞ w-converges to 0 with respect to U;
each p0i is s-ﬁnite and p
0
ihip
0
i ¼ pihipi: By Lemma 4.3, there exists a subsequence ðp0inÞ
which w-converges to 0: &
Remark 4.5. If K is p-equiintegrable, then for all bounded nets ðxaÞ; ðyaÞ of positive
elements of which w-converge to 0, we have suphAK jjxahyajjp a! 0:
Proof. Fix e40 and let ea;e be the spectral projection w½e;þNÞðxa þ yaÞ: Since
ea;epe1ðxa þ yaÞ; we have ea;e a!
w
0; hence suphAK jjea;ehea;ejjp a! 0: Consequently we
have suphAK jjxaea;ehea;eyajjp a! 0: On the other hand, since 0pxapðxa þ yaÞ; there
exist caA ; 0pcap1; such that xa ¼ ðxa þ yaÞ1=2caðxa þ yaÞ1=2: Then
jjxae>a;ejjpjjðxa þ yaÞ1=2cajj jjðxa þ yaÞ1=2e>a;ejjpe1=2M1=2;
where M is a bound for the jjxa þ yajj: Similarly, jje>a;eyajjpe1=2M1=2: So we obtain
lima suphAK jjxahyajjpp2e1=2M3=2M 0; where M 0 is a bound for the jjhjj; hAK: &
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Now we characterize the p-equiintegrability of a bounded sequence in Lpð Þ in
terms of the element it deﬁnes in an ultrapower of Lpð Þ and the disjointness of this
element from Lpð Þ: To this end we introduce the following notation. Let U be an
ultraﬁlter over the index set I : Let se be the support of Lpð Þ in Lpð ÞU (considered
as a non-commutative Lp-space LpðAÞ). We have thus (since Lpð Þ is self-adjoint
and generated by its positive cone):
se ¼ supfcðhˆÞ3rðhˆÞ j hALpð Þg
¼ supfcðhˆÞ j hALpð Þg ¼ supfrðhˆÞ j hALpð Þg
¼ supfsðhˆÞ j hALpð Þþg:
It is also clear that se does not depend on pAð0;NÞ; since sðhˆÞ ¼ sððhˆÞpÞ ¼ sð bhpÞ for
every hALpð Þþ: Note also that an element h˜ALpð ÞU is disjoint from Lpð Þ iff
h˜ ¼ s>e h˜s>e :
If is s-ﬁnite, then se ¼ sðhˆ0Þ for every h0ALpð Þþ with support sðh0Þ ¼ 1 (when
p ¼ 1 this means that the associated j0A  is faithful). For, let hALpð Þþ; since
 h0 is dense in Lpð Þ; there exists for every e40 an xAa such that jjh  xh0jjoe:
Then jjhˆ  xˆhˆ0jjpe and we see that hˆ is in the closure of Ahˆ0: So sðhˆÞ ¼
rðhˆÞprðhˆ0Þ ¼ sðhˆ0Þ:
If is a ﬁnite von Neumann algebra, then se is a central projection. For, assume
that there is a ﬁnite normal faithful trace t on : Let #t ¼ ðtÞ be its canonical image
in ð ÞU: then se ¼ sð#tÞ: For any x˜; y˜A U we clearly have #tðx˜y˜Þ ¼ #tðy˜x˜Þ: By the w-
density of U in A; we deduce that #t is tracial, and consequently its support is
central. In the general case, we can argue similarly, using a faithful family of normal
traces with pairwise disjoint supports.
The main result of this section is the following. Recall that an ultraﬁlter U is
countably incomplete if there exists a sequence ðAnÞnX1 of members of U such thatT
nX1 An ¼ | (so is every non-trivial ultraﬁlter on a countable set).
Theorem 4.6. Let U be a countably incomplete ultrafilter over the set I : Let se be the
support of Lpð Þ in LpðAÞ ¼ Lpð ÞU: Then an element h˜ of Lpð ÞU verifies the
equality s>e h˜s
>
e ¼ 0 if and only if it admits a p-equiintegrable representing family
ðhiÞiAI :
For the proof of this theorem we shall need the following density lemma (see also
[Ju2,JX] for similar results).
Lemma 4.7. Let h0 be an element of Lpð Þ; 0opoN: Then  h0 is dense in
Lpð Þ  rðh0Þ; and h0  is dense in cðh0Þ  Lpð Þ: Consequently h0   h0 is dense in
cðh0Þ  Lp=2  rðh0Þ:
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Proof. Clearly we can assume w.l.o.g. that h0 is positive and jjh0jjp ¼ 1:
Then cðh0Þ ¼ rðh0Þ ¼ sðh0Þ: Assume ﬁrst that pX1 and let q be the conjugate
index of p: Then the dual space of Lpð Þ  sðh0Þ is the space sðh0Þ  Lqð Þ (under
the duality /h; kS ¼ TrðhkÞ). If kAsðh0Þ  Lqð Þ belongs to the annihilator
of  h0; then Trðxh0kÞ ¼ 0 for every xA ; which in turn implies that
h0  k ¼ 0 (as element of L1ð Þ), hence k ¼ sðh0Þ  k ¼ 0: So the linear
space h0 is dense in Lpð Þ  sðh0Þ: Similarly, h0  is dense in sðh0Þ  Lpð Þ:
Assume now that 1=2ppo1: Every hALpð Þ  sðh0Þ can be factorized
as
h ¼ ujxj ¼ ujxj1=2jxj1=2 ¼ ðujxj1=2sðh0ÞÞ  ðjxj1=2sðh0ÞÞ
since the supports of jhj and jhj1=2 coincide with the right support of h; hence are
included in sðh0Þ: So h ¼ k0k00 with k0; k00AL2pð Þ  sðh0Þ: Since 2pX1; there exists
by the preceding argument a sequence ðynÞ in such that yn  h1=20 -k00 (for the norm
of L2pð Þ); and for every n there exists a sequence ðxnmÞm in such that
xnm  h1=20 -k0ynsðh0Þ when m-N: Then
lim
n-N
lim
m-N
xnmh0 ¼ limn-N k
0ynsðh0Þ  h1=20 ¼ k0k00 ¼ h:
Therefore the conclusion of the lemma is true for 1=2ppo1: Iterating this procedure
we see that it is true for every 0opo1: &
Proof of Theorem 4.6. Let ðhiÞ is a bounded family in Lpð Þ; and let h˜ be the
corresponding element of Lpð ÞU:
(a) Suppose that s>e h˜s
>
e a0: Then there exists a s-ﬁnite projection qAA disjoint
from se such that qh˜qa0: Let jjqh˜qjj ¼ d40: By Theorem 2.3, for every jA þ there
exists a family ðqiÞ of projections of such that q˜ :¼ ðqiÞXq and q˜>Xsð #jÞ:
The second inequality yields limi;U jðqiÞ ¼ 0; and the ﬁrst one implies
limi;U jjqihiqijjXjjqh˜qjj ¼ d: Note that we may suppose that each qi is s-ﬁnite, by
replacing if necessary qi by q
0
i ¼ cðqihiqiÞ3rðqihiqiÞ: So for each e40 we can ﬁnd iAI
such that jjqihiqijjXd=2 and jðqiÞoe: Now it is easy to construct inductively a
sequence ðjnÞ in þ ; a sequence ðinÞ in I ; and a sequence ðsnÞ of s-ﬁnite projections
of such that:
(i) jjsnhin snjjXd=2;
(ii) maxfjmðsnÞ jm ¼ 1;y; n  1go1=n;
(iii) jn has support sn and norm 1.
Set c ¼PNm¼1 2mjm; then sðcÞ dominates all the sn’s, and clearly
cðsnÞ n-N! 0: Hence ðsnÞ w-converges to zero, and by (i) the sequence ðhinÞ
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cannot be p-equiintegrable, and a fortiori the family ðhiÞ is not
p-equiintegrable.
(b) Conversely, assume that s>e h˜s
>
e ¼ 0: Then h˜ ¼ h˜se þ seðh˜s>e ÞALpðAÞse þ
seLpðAÞ: By Lemma 4.7, A  Lpð Þ ¼ spanfxkˆ j xAA; kALpð Þg is dense in
LpðAÞ  se; and Lpð Þ A dense in se  LpðAÞ: Note also that by Proposition 2.1,
A  Lpð Þ ¼ U  Lpð Þ and Lpð Þ A ¼ Lpð Þ  U : If h˜A U  Lpð Þ; it admits a
representing family ðhiÞ of the type ðxihÞ; where ðxiÞ is a bounded family in and
hALpð Þ: Let ðsaÞ be a net of projections which w-converges to 0: Then by
Remark 4.2,
sup
i
jjhisajjp ¼ sup
i
jjxihsajjpp sup
i
jjxijj
 
jjheajjp a! 0:
Thus ðhiÞ is p-equiintegrable. Similarly, every h˜ALpð Þ  U has a p-equiintegrable
representing family. Hence the proof will be complete if we show that the subspace of
Lpð ÞU consisting of elements having a p-equiintegrable representing family is
closed.
Let ðh˜ðnÞÞn be a sequence in Lpð ÞU which converges to an element h˜ and suppose
that each h˜ðnÞ admits a p-equiintegrable representing family ðhðnÞi Þi: We may suppose
that jjh˜ðnÞ  h˜jjo1=n: Let ðhiÞ be a representing family for h˜: Since U is countably
incomplete, we can ﬁnd a decreasing sequence U1*U2*  s*Un*  s of members of
U such that
T
n Un ¼ | and
iAUn ) jjhðnÞi  hijjp
1
n
:
Set h0i ¼ hðnÞi if iAUn\Unþ1 and h0i ¼ 0 if ieU1: Then jjh0i  hijjpon1 for every iAUn;
which proves that ðh0iÞ ¼ ðhiÞ ¼ h˜: Fix nX1 and iAU1: Let mX1 such that
iAUm\Umþ1: If mXn we have
jjh0i  hðnÞi jj ¼ jjhðmÞi  hðnÞi jjpjjhi  hðmÞi jj þ jjhi  hðnÞi jjp
1
m
þ 1
n
p2
n
:
Consequently
8iAU1; inf
1pjpn
jjh0i  hðjÞi jjp
2
n n-N
! 0:
Using the fact that a ﬁnite union of p-equiintegrable sets is p-equiintegrable, we
easily see that the family ðh0iÞiAU1 is p-equiintegrable. Since fh0i j iAI\U1g ¼ f0g is
clearly p-equiintegrable too, we are done. &
Remark. In the proof of Theorem 4.6 the hypothesis that the ultraﬁlter is countably
incomplete was not used for the sufﬁciency of the condition.
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Theorem 4.6 permits one to easily recover the following subsequence splitting
lemma obtained by Randrianantoanina [R3].
Corollary 4.8. Let 0opoN and be a von Neumann algebra. Let ðhnÞ be a bounded
sequence in Lpð Þ: Then there exists an increasing sequence ðnkÞ of integers and a
sequence ðpkÞ of pairwise disjoint projections in such that the sequence ðhnk 
pkhnk pkÞ is p-equiintegrable. As a consequence, we have the splitting hnk ¼ h0k þ h00k;
where ðh0kÞ is p-equiintegrable and ðh00kÞ is disjoint.
Proof. Let U be a free ultraﬁlter over N and h˜ ¼ ðhnÞ: Let h˜00 ¼ s>e h˜s>e and h˜0 ¼
h˜  h˜00: Since s>e h˜0s>e ¼ 0; by Theorem 4.6 the element h˜0 admits a representing
sequence ðh0nÞ which is p-equiintegrable. Let h00n ¼ hn  h0n: Then ðh00nÞ ¼ h˜00: Since h˜00
is disjoint from Lpð Þ; by Theorem 2.7 there is an increasing sequence ðnkÞ of
integers and a disjoint sequence ðpkÞ of projections such that jjh00nk  pkh00nk pkjj-0
when k-N: Since ðh0nÞ is p-equiintegrable, jjpkh0nk pkjj-0; and thus it follows that
hnk  pkhnk pk ¼ h0nk  pkh0nk pk þ ½h00nk  pkh00nk pk
is a perturbation of a p-equiintegrable sequence by a norm vanishing sequence, so is
p-equiintegrable too. &
Corollary 4.9. The following conditions are equivalent for a bounded subset K of
Lpð Þ:
(i) K is p-equiintegrable;
(ii) for every disjoint sequence ðpkÞ of projections of ; limk-N suphAK jjpkhpkjj-0;
(iii) for every sequence ðpkÞ of projections of which decreases to 0;
limk-N suphAK jjpkhpkjj-0:
If in addition is s-finite and j0 is a normal faithful state on ; (i)–(iii) are
equivalent to the following:
(iv) lime-0 supfjjehejj j hAK ; eAa projection such that j0ðeÞpeg ¼ 0:
Proof. It is clear that condition (i) implies (ii) and (iii). The equivalence between (ii)
and (iii) is easy (see also [R3]). To prove that (ii) implies (i), suppose that K is not p-
equiintegrable. Then by Proposition 4.4, it contains a sequence ðhnÞ which is not
p-equiintegrable, and by Corollary 4.8, we can suppose that hn ¼ h0n þ pnhnpn;
where ðh0nÞ is p-equiintegrable and ðpnÞ is a disjoint sequence of projections
of : Then jjpnhnpnjj does not converges to 0; otherwise ðhnÞ would be
p-equiintegrable. The equivalence of (iv) and (i) is due to the fact that a net ðeaÞ
of projections w-converges to zero iff j0ðeaÞ-0: This in turn follows from the
density of j0 in  and the fact that x  j0ðeaÞ ¼ j0ðeaxÞpj0ðeaÞ1=2j0ðxxÞ1=2
for every xA : &
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Remark. Randrianantoanina [R3] took the part (iii) of Corollary 4.9 as the
deﬁnition of p-equiintegrability.
Like for the left resp. right disjoint sequences (see Remark 2.8), we shall also
consider the corresponding left resp. right p-equiintegrable sets.
Deﬁnition 4.10. We call a bounded set K of Lpð Þ left p-equiintegrable, resp. right
p-equiintegrable if for every net ðeaÞ of projections w-converging to 0 we have
suphAK jjeahjj a!0; resp. suphAK jjheajj a! 0: We say that K is p-biequiintegrable if it is
both left and right p-equiintegrable.
In this deﬁnition we may again w.l.o.g. replace nets by sequences. Note that if K
consists of positive elements, then K is p-equiintegrable iff it is p-biequiintegrable
since jjehjj ¼ jjeh1=2h1=2jjpjjehejjjjhjj for every hALpð Þþ and e projection of :
Thus the four notions of p-equiintegrability coincide on subsets of Lpð Þþ: Note also
that K is left p-equiintegrable iff K ¼ fh j hAKg is right p-equiintegrable; if K is left
(resp. right) p-equiintegrable and B is a bounded subset of ; then the set
fk  x j kAK ; xABg (resp. fx  k j kAK ; xABg) is left (resp. right) p-equiintegrable
too; in particular, K is left (resp. right) p-equiintegrable iff jKj :¼ fjhj j hAKg (resp.
jK j :¼ fjhj j hAKg) is p-equiintegrable. Finally, K is p-biequiintegrable iff both jK j
and jKj are.
Theorem 4.6 can be reﬁned in the following way:
Proposition 4.11. Let U be a countably incomplete ultrafilter over the set I : Let se be
the support of Lpð Þ in LpðAÞ ¼ Lpð ÞU: Let h˜ALpð ÞU: Then:
(i) h˜ALpðAÞse iff it admits a right p-equiintegrable representing family.
(ii) h˜AseLpðAÞ iff it admits a left p-equiintegrable representing family.
(iii) h˜AseLpðAÞse iff it admits a p-biequiintegrable representing family.
Proof. If h˜eLpðAÞse; h˜s>e a0: Then we can prove that h˜ has no right
p-equiintegrable representing family in a way very similar to the ﬁrst part
of the proof of Theorem 4.6. For the converse implication we note that ULpð Þ
is dense in LpðAÞse (Lemma 4.7) and the space of elements h˜ admitting a
right p-equiintegrable representing family is closed. The second assertion follows
by conjugation. Finally if h˜ admits a p-biequiintegrable representing family, it
belongs to LpðAÞse-seLpðAÞ ¼ seLpðAÞse: For the converse implication, we
need only to note that by Lemma 4.7 Lpð Þ ULpð Þ is dense in seLpðAÞse and
that the space of elements h˜ admitting a p-biequiintegrable representing family is
closed. &
The following corollary improves the subsequence splitting lemma.
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Corollary 4.12. Let 0opoN and be a von Neumann algebra. Let ðhnÞ be a bounded
sequence in Lpð Þ: Then there exist an increasing sequence ðnkÞ of integers and a
disjoint sequence ðpkÞ of projections in such that:
* the sequence ðp>k hnk p>k Þ is p-biequiintegrable,
* the sequence ðp>k hnk pkÞ is left p-equiintegrable,
* the sequence ðpkhnk p>k Þ is right p-equiintegrable.
Consequently, the sequence ðhnkÞ splits into the sum of four sequences:
hnk ¼ ak þ bk þ ck þ dk;
where ðakÞ is p-biequiintegrable, ðbkÞ is left p-equiintegrable and right disjoint, ðckÞ is
right p-equiintegrable and left disjoint, ðdkÞ is disjoint.
Proof. Let U be a free ultraﬁlter over N: By Remark 2.8, for every bounded
sequence ðhnÞ in Lpð Þ deﬁning an element h˜ of LpðAÞs>e there exist a subsequence
ðhnk Þ and a disjoint sequence of projections ðpkÞ such that jjhnk  hnk pkjjp-0:
Moreover, given a ﬁnite set of bounded sequences ðhðjÞn Þ; j ¼ 1;y; N; each deﬁning
an element of LpðAÞs>e ; one can ﬁnd a common increasing sequence ðnkÞ and a
common disjoint sequence ðpkÞ of projections such that jjhðjÞnk  hðjÞnk pkjjp-0;
j ¼ 1;y; N (compare with Lemma 3.3).
Now ﬁx a bounded sequence ðhnÞ in Lpð Þ; and let h˜ be the corresponding element
in Lpð ÞU ¼ LpðAÞ: According to the decomposition
h˜ ¼ seh˜se þ seh˜s>e þ s>e h˜se þ s>e h˜s>e
and by Proposition 4.11, we ﬁnd four bounded sequences ðanÞ; ðdnÞ; ðcnÞ and ðdnÞ
such that hn ¼ an þ bn þ cn þ dn; ðanÞ p-biequiintegrable and ðanÞ ¼ seh˜se; ðbnÞ left
p-equiintegrable and ðbnÞ ¼ seh˜s>e ; ðcnÞ right p-equiintegrable and ðcnÞ ¼ s>e h˜se;
and ﬁnally ðdnÞ ¼ s>e h˜s>e :
Applying the preceding remark to the set fðbnÞ; ðcnÞ; ðdnÞ; ðdn Þg; we obtain an
increasing sequence ðnkÞ of integers and a disjoint sequence ðpkÞ of projections such
that the four sequences
ðbnk  bnk pkÞ; ðcnk  pkcnkÞ; ðdnk  dnk pkÞ; ðdnk  pkdnkÞ
all converge to 0: Note that ðpkbnkÞ and ðcnk pkÞ converge to zero too since ðbnÞ and
ðcnÞ are respectively left and right p-equiintegrable and the projections pk are
pairwise disjoint. Therefore, we deduce that the three sequences ðbnk  p>k bnk pkÞ;
ðcnk  pkcnk p>k Þ and ðdnk  pkdnk pkÞ converge to zero as well. Thus we can decompose
hnk as
hnk ¼ a0k þ p>k bnk pk þ pkcnk p>k þ pkdkpk;
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where ða0kÞ is a sequence such that jja0k  ank jj k-N! 0: Consequently, ða0kÞ is p-
biequiintegrable too. It follows that ðp>k hnk p>k Þ ¼ ðp>k a0kp>k Þ is p-biequiintegrable,
ðp>k hnk pkÞ ¼ ðp>k a0kpk þ p>k bnk pkÞ is left p-equiintegrable and ðpkhnk p>k Þ ¼ ðpka0kp>k þ
pkcnk p
>
k Þ is right p-equiintegrable. &
Remark. Using Corollary 4.12, one easily sees that Corollary 4.9 extends to the left,
right p-equiintegrability and p-biequiintegrability.
Remark. If is ﬁnite, the notions of left p-equiintegrability and right p-
equiintegrability coincide (so the four notions of p-equiintegrability coincide). This
can be deduced simply from Proposition 4.11 and the fact that se is central in this
case. Consequently, in this case, the sequences ðp>k hnk pkÞ and ðpkhnk p>k Þ in Corollary
4.12 converge to zero.
The following gives one more characterization of equiintegrability, which is quite
useful in some context.
Proposition 4.13. Let 0opoN and be a von Neumann algebra with unit ball B :
Let K be a subset of Lpð Þ: Then:
(i) K is left (resp. right) p-equiintegrable iff for every e40 there exists heALpð Þ
such that for every hAK ; the distance dðh; he  B Þ (resp. dðh; B  heÞ) in Lpð Þ is
majorized by e:
(ii) K is p-equiintegrable iff for every e40 there exists heALpð Þ such that for every
hAK ; dðh; B  he þ he  B Þoe:
(iii) K is p-biequiintegrable iff for every e40 there exists heALpð Þþ such that for
every hAK ; dðh; h1=2e  B  h1=2e Þoe:
In the case where is s-finite, one can take elements he of the form Meh0; where Me
is a positive real number and h0 is a fixed positive element of Lpð Þ with full support
ðsðh0Þ ¼ 1Þ:
Proof. We give the proof for left equiintegrable sets, and a non-s-ﬁnite von
Neumann algebra; the other cases can be treated similarly. The sufﬁciency of the
condition is clear since for every h0ALpð Þ; the set h0  B is left p-equiintegrable.
Conversely, assume that K is left p-equiintegrable. Suppose that for some e40 and
for every ﬁnite subset F of Lpð Þ there exists hFAK such that dðhF ;
P
fAF
ðf  B ÞÞ4e: LetF be the net of ﬁnite subsets of Lpð Þ; ordered by inclusion; let F
be the ﬁlter of coﬁnal subsets of F (generated by the set of ﬁnal sections
SF ¼ fGAF j FCGg); let ﬁnally U be an ultraﬁlter containing F: By Proposition
4.11, the element h˜ ¼ ðhF Þ of Lpð ÞU belongs to se  LpðAÞ: Hence by Lemma 4.7,
there exists heALpð Þ such that dðh˜; hˆe  BAÞoe: By Kaplansky’s density theorem we
have in fact dðh˜; hˆe  B UÞoe: Consequently, the set fFAF j dðhF ; he  B Þoeg
belongs to U: Since the set fFAF j heAFg ¼ Sfheg belongs to U too, there is FAF
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such that heAF and dðhF ; he  B Þoe; which contradicts the choice of the hF ’s. So in
fact for every e40 there exists Fe ¼ fhðeÞ1 ;y; hðeÞn gAF such that dðh;
Pn
i¼1 h
ðeÞ
i 
B Þpe for every hAK : Let he ¼ ð
Pn
i¼1 h
ðeÞ
i h
ðeÞ
i Þ1=2; then for every i ¼ 1;y; n we
have h
ðeÞ
i ¼ hexi; for some xiAB : Consequently,
Pn
i¼1 h
ðeÞ
i  B CðnheÞ  B ; and
dðh; ðnheÞ  B Þpe for every hAK : &
Historical comments. (i) In the case of commutative L1-spaces, Corollary 4.8
was proved in [KaP] (where it is not explicitly stated but is a key ingredient of
the proof of the main result there). There are various extensions to the Banach
lattice setting; a general statement was given by Weis using ultrapower techniques
[W].
(ii) In the non-commutative case a subsequence splitting lemma similar to
Corollary 4.8 was obtained in [S] for symmetric spaces of measurable operators
Eð ; tÞ associated with an order continuous rearrangement invariant space E and a
von Neumann algebra equipped with a ﬁnite trace t (see Lemma 1.1 and
Proposition 2.2 of [S]). Randrianantoanina proved Corollary 4.8 for symmetric
spaces of measurable operators Eð ; tÞ when t is semi-ﬁnite [R1] and for general
non-commutative Lp-spaces [R3].
(iii) In the case of ﬁnite and s-ﬁnite von Neumann algebras Proposition 4.13 goes
back to [HRS].
Application: weakly relatively compact sets in 
The 1-equiintegrable sets coincide with the weakly relatively compact sets.
Proposition 4.13 can be used to give a new proof of some well known results of
Akeman [A]:
Theorem 4.14. Let K be a bounded subset of the predual  of a von Neumann algebra
: The following assertions are equivalent:
(i) K is weakly relatively compact;
(ii) For every sequence ðpnÞ of pairwise disjoint projections in ;
limn-N supjAK jjðpnÞj ¼ 0;
(iii) K is 1-equiintegrable;
(iv) There exists c0A
þ
 such that supjAK jjð Þj-0 when c0ðaa þ aaÞ-0; aAB :
Proof. The new ingredient will be the proof of (iii) ) (iv); the proofs of the other
implications are standard.
(i) ) (ii): Let ðpnÞ be a disjoint sequence of projections in : they generate an
abelian von Neumann subalgebra B of : Let r be the restriction map -B;
j/jjB : Then rðKÞ is weakly relatively compact in BBc1; and consequently
(by the commutative result, i.e. Dunford–Pettis Theorem, see [D, p. 93]),
supfjf ðpnÞj j fArðKÞ g-0; i.e. supfjjðpnÞj jjAK g-0:
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(ii) ) (iii): Assume that for some disjoint sequence ðpnÞ of projections in and
some sequence ðjnÞ in K we have infn jjpnjnpnjj ¼ d40: For every n we have
jjpnjnpnjj ¼ /pnjnpn; unS ¼ jnðpnunpnÞ for some partial isometry un in : Let
pnunpn ¼ an þ ibn be the decomposition into real and imaginary parts. Then an; bn
belong to the unit ball of pn pn: Thus one of the sets N1 ¼ fnX1 j jjnðanÞjXd=2g
and N2 ¼ fnX1 j jjnðbnÞjXd=2g is inﬁnite. Suppose w.l.o.g. that jjnðanÞjXd=2 for
every nX1: The von Neumann algebra C generated by the an’s is commutative (since
they are hermitian and disjoint). The image rðKÞ of the set K by the restriction map
r : -C still veriﬁes (ii). However, in the commutative case, it is clear that (ii)
implies (iii). Therefore, /jn; anS ¼ /rðjnÞ; anS-0 when n-N; a contradiction.
(iii)) (iv): if K is 1-equiintegrable, then by Proposition 4.13 for every nX1 there is
jnA
þ
 such that for every jAK there exist x; yAB such that jjj ðx  jn þ jn 
yÞjjo1=n: If aAB we have then
jjðaÞjp 1
n
þ j/x  jn þ jn  y; aSjp
1
n
þ jjnðaxÞj þ jjnðyaÞj
p 1
n
þ jnðaaÞ1=2jnðxxÞ1=2 þ jnðaaÞ1=2jnðyyÞ1=2
p 1
n
þ ð2jjjnjjÞ1=2ðjnðaaÞ þ jnðaaÞÞ1=2:
Set c0 ¼
P
nX1 2
njjjnjj1jn: Then if c0ðaa þ aaÞo2n1jjjnjj2n2; we obtain
jjð Þjp2=n for every jAK ; and thus prove (iv).
(iv) ) (i): Let fA  be any w-limit point of K: Then jf ðaÞj-0 when c0ðaa þ
aaÞ-0; aAB : Consequently, the linear functional f is strong-continuous on
bounded sets of ; so it is w-continuous ([T, Theorem II.2.6]) and thus belongs
to : &
Remark. The equivalence of conditions (i) and (iii) in Theorem 4.14 was also
obtained in [HRS] for ﬁnite von Neumann algebras.
Another application of Proposition 4.13 is the following well known result of
Jarchow [Ja].
Theorem 4.15. Every reflexive subspace of the predual of a von Neumann algebra is
super-reflexive.
Proof. Since a Banach space is reﬂexive iff its unit ball is weakly compact (or,
equivalently, weakly relatively compact), then by Theorem 4.14, a closed subspace of
a predual of von Neumann algebra is reﬂexive iff its unit ball is 1-equiintegrable. Let
now X be a reﬂexive subspace of the predual : It is super-reﬂexive iff all its
ultrapowers are reﬂexive. Such an ultrapower XU is a closed subspace of ð ÞU
which we identify withA: Let e40 and jeA  such that dðj; B  je þ je  B Þoe
for every jABX : Then clearly dð *j; B U  #je þ #je  B UÞpe for every *jABXU ; where
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#je is the canonical image of je in ð ÞU: Thus dð *j; BA  #je þ je  BAÞpe for every
*jABXU ; and so BXU is 1-equiintegrable, hence weakly relatively compact. &
Remark. It is easy to see that if c0 is the ‘‘control measure’’ for BX given by
Akemann’s condition (iv) in Theorem 4.14, then #c0 is a control measure for BXU
(in virtue of the strong-density of B
U
in BA).
5. Subspaces containing cp
The following is the main result of this section. It gives several characterizations of
the subspaces of Lpð Þ which contain cp:
Theorem 5.1. Let 0opoN; pa2 and be a von Neumann algebra. Let XCLpð Þ be
a closed subspace. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) X contains an almost disjoint normalized sequence.
(ii) X contains a basic sequence asymptotically 1-equivalent to the cp-basis (and, if
1ppoN; spanning an almost 1-complemented subspace of Lpð Þ).
(iii) X contains a subspace isomorphic to cp:
(iv) X contains uniformly the spaces cnp; nX1:
(v) For some qAð0; pÞ; (or equivalently, for every 0oqop) and for every hALrð Þ;
where 1
r
¼ 1
q
 1
p
; the restriction Th;p;qjX is not an isomorphism, where
Th;p;q : Lpð Þ-Lqð Þ"Lqð Þ; x/ðxh; hxÞ:
(If is s-finite and h0 is an element of Lrð Þþ with full support, it is sufficient to
test this condition on Th0;p;q).
(vi) If in addition 0opo2: the unit ball of X is not p-equiintegrable.
To prove the last equivalence in Theorem 5.1, we shall need the following lemma.
As usual, we denote by ðenÞ a sequence of independent Bernouilli variables (random
signs) and by Ee the corresponding expectation.
Lemma 5.2. Let 0opo2 and K be a p-equiintegrable sequence in Lpð Þ: Then
lim
n-N
n1=p sup Ee
Xn
i¼1
eihi




 h1;y; hnAK
( )
¼ 0:
Proof. For every a40; we can ﬁnd by Proposition 4.13 an element h0ALpð Þþ; and
for every hAK ; elements x; y in the unit ball of such that jjh  xh0  h0yjjoa:
Given h1;y; hnAK let x1; y1;y; xn; ynAB such that jjhi  xih0  h0yijjoa;
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i ¼ 1;y; n: Let r40 such that 1=p ¼ 1=2þ 1=r: We have
Ee
Xn
i¼1
eixih0




p
pEe
Xn
i¼1
eixih
p=2
0




2
jjhp=r0 jjr
¼ jjh0jjp=rp
Xn
i¼1
jjxihp=20 jj22
 !1=2
pn1=2jjh0jjp
and similarly,
Ee
Xn
i¼1
eih0yi




p
pn1=2jjh0jjp:
Since Lpð Þ is of type p with constant 1 (this follows from interpolation if 1opo2
and from the p-norm inequality if 0opo1), we have
Ee
Xn
i¼1
eiðhi  xih0  h0yiÞ




p
p
Xn
i¼1
jjhi  xih0  h0yijjpp
 !1=p
pn1=pa:
Combining the preceding inequalities, we deduce
lim sup
n-N
n1=psup Ee
Xn
i¼1
eihi




 h1;y; hnAK
( )
pa
which proves the lemma. &
Proof of Theorem 5.1. The implication (i) ) (ii) is the implication (iii) ) (iv) in
Proposition 2.11; the implications (ii) ) (iii) ) (iv) are trivial. The implication (iv)
) (i) is a special case of Theorem 3.1.
(i) ) (v): if ðanÞ is a normalized disjoint sequence, anh-0 and han-0 for every
hALr: For snh-0 (resp. hsn-0) in Lr for every disjoint sequence ðsnÞ of projections
(since the set fhg is p-biequiintegrable).
(v)) (i): letF be the set of ﬁnite subsets of Lrð Þ; ordered by inclusion. Let F be
the set of coﬁnal subsets ofF and U an ultraﬁlter onF containing F (see the proof
of Proposition 4.13). Note that the ultraﬁlter U is necessarily countably incomplete:
so we can ﬁnd a family ðeF Þ of strictly positive real numbers such that limF ;U eF ¼ 0:
By (v) we can choose for every FAF an element xFAX ; with jjxF jjp ¼ 1; such
that jjxF hjjoeF and jjhxF jjoeF for every hAF (apply hypothesis (v) to
hF ¼ ð
P
hAF ðjhj2 þ jhj2ÞÞ1=2). It follows that the family ðxF Þ deﬁnes an element x
of XU (hence of Lpð ÞU) which veriﬁes hˆx ¼ 0 ¼ xhˆ for every hALrð Þ:
Consequently, x is disjoint from Lpð Þ; and so by Theorem 2.7 we can extract
from the family ðxF Þ an almost disjoint sequence. Thus we get (i). In the case where
is s-ﬁnite and h0ALrð Þþ with full support such that Th0;p;q is not an isomorphism,
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we choose a normalized sequence xn in X such that jjxnh0jj-0 and jjh0xnjj-0; and
consider the element x deﬁned by the sequence ðxnÞ in some ultrapower XU
(associated with a free ultraﬁlter over N). Then x is disjoint from h0 and
consequently from Lrð Þ (since h0 has full support), and ﬁnally from Lpð Þ:
(i)) (vi): This is clear since a disjoint normalized sequence is not p-equiintegrable
(nor is an almost disjoint normalized sequence).
(vi) ) (i): if the unit ball of X is not p-equiintegrable, we can ﬁnd a sequence ðhnÞ
of normalized elements of X and a disjoint sequence ðpnÞ of projections of such
that jjpnhnpnjjp4d40 for every nX1: By the subsequence splitting lemma, we may
suppose that hn ¼ h0n þ h00n; where ðh0nÞ is p-equiintegrable and ðh00nÞ is disjoint. We
have pnh
0
npn-0; so we may suppose that jjpnh00npnjj4d; and consequently jjh00n jj4d
for every nX1: Using Lemma 5.2, we can construct inductively a sequence
I1o  soIno  s of disjoint intervals of N and a sequence of signs ðeiÞ such that
jInj1=pjj
P
iAIn eih
0
ijjo2n for every nX1: Let
a0n ¼ jInj1=p
X
iAIn
eih0i; a
00
n ¼ jInj1=p
X
iAIn
eih00i and an ¼ a0n þ a00n :
Then ðanÞCX ; ða00nÞ is equivalent to the cp-basis, and by a standard perturbation
argument, ðanÞnXn0 is also equivalent to the cp-basis for sufﬁciently large n0: &
The equivalence between (i) and (vi) in Theorem 5.1 can be extended to sequences
in the following way.
Proposition 5.3. Let 0opo2; and ðhnÞCLpð Þ be a bounded sequence. If 1opo2;
suppose in addition that ðhnÞ is unconditional. Then the following assertions are
equivalent:
(i) ðhnÞ is not p-equiintegrable;
(ii) ðhnÞ contains a subsequence equivalent to the cp-basis.
Proof. That (ii) ) (i) is a consequence of Lemma 5.2. The converse implication can
be proved using arguments similar to those used in the semi-ﬁnite case by [HRS] for
the case 1ppo2 or [SX] for the case pp1: We sketch these arguments for the
convenience of the reader (with a modiﬁed, somewhat shortened proof in the case
0opo1). Assuming (i), we can choose, by Corollary 4.9, a subsequence of ðhnÞ (for
simplicity of notation, we shall assume that it is ðhnÞ itself), and a disjoint sequence of
projections ðenÞ such that jjenhnenjj4d40 for every nX1:
(a) The case 1opo2: For every ﬁnite sequence ðlnÞ of scalars, since the projections
ej are pairwise disjoint and pX1; we have
Ee
X
n
enlnhn




p
XEe
XN
j¼1
ej
X
n
enlnhn
 !
ej




p
¼
XN
j¼1
Ee ej
X
n
en lnhn
 !
ej




p
X
XN
j¼1
jjljejhjejjjpXdp
X
j
jljjp:
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Thus by the unconditionality of the sequence ðhnÞ; we deduce that
jjPn lnhnjjpXcPnjlnjp for some c40: The converse inequality follows from the
type p property of Lpð Þ:
(b) The case pp1: Let U be a free ultraﬁlter over N; let h˜ be the element of
Lpð ÞU ¼ LpðAÞ represented by the sequence ðhnÞ; and for each m; let eˆm be the
canonical image of em in U: We have limm-Njjeˆmh˜jj ¼ 0; since the projections eˆm
are pairwise disjoint. Similarly limm-N jjh˜eˆmjj ¼ 0: Let mk be such that jjeˆmh˜jj þ
jjh˜eˆmjjoe  2k1 for every mXmk: On the other hand, limn-Njjenhmjj ¼ 0 ¼
limn-N jjhmenjj for every mAN: So we can deﬁne inductively an increasing sequence
ðnkÞ; with nkXmk for all k; in the following way: n1 ¼ m1; and nkþ1Xmax
ðnk þ 1; mkþ1Þ is chosen such that for every j ¼ 1;y; k:
(i) maxðjjenkþ1hnj jj; jjhnj enkþ1 jjÞpe2k1;
(ii) maxðjjhnkþ1enj jj; jjenj hnkþ1 jjÞpe2j:
Then maxðjjenj hnk jj; jjhnk enj jjÞpe2j for every jak: Set e ¼
P
jX1 enj and K ¼
sup jjhnjj: We have for every ðljÞAcp:
Kp
X
jX1
jlj jpX
X
jX1
ljhnj




p
X e
X
jX1
ljhnj
 !
e




p
X
X
jX1
ljenj hnj enj




p

X
jX1
X
kaj
jjljenk hnj ejjp 
X
jX1
X
kaj
jjljenj hnj enk jjp
X ðdp  2CpepÞ
X
jX1
jlj jp;
where Cp ¼Pk2kp: Hence if eo21=pðd=CÞ; the sequence ðhnj Þ is equivalent to the
cp-basis. &
Application: Kadec–Pe!czyn´ski dichotomy for non-commutative Lp-spaces
Proof of Theorem 0.2. Theorem 0.2 follows from the special case q ¼ 2 of Theorem
5.1. Note that if for some hALrð Þ the map Th;p;2 : Lpð Þ-L2ð Þ"2L2ð Þ restricts
to an isomorphism S ¼ Th;p;2jX ; then X is isomorphic to the Hilbert space SðXÞ; if
P : L2ð Þ"2L2ð Þ-SðXÞ is the orthogonal projection, then Q :¼ S1PTh;p;2 is a
projection from Lpð Þ onto X : &
Another version of the Kadec–Pe"czyn´ski dichotomy, which is well known in the
commutative case, deals with unconditional sequences.
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Proposition 5.4. Let 2opoN and be a von Neumann algebra. Then every semi-
normalized unconditional sequence in Lpð Þ either is equivalent to the c2-basis or has
a subsequence which is asymptotically 1-equivalent to the cp-basis and spans a
complemented subspace.
Proof. Let ðhnÞ be a semi-normalized unconditional sequence in Lpð Þ (by
semi-normalized we mean that 0od ¼ infn jjhnjjppM ¼ sup jjhnjjpoN). Let
Th;p;2 : Lpð Þ-L2ð Þ"2L2ð Þ be as before. If for some hALrð Þ (with
1=r ¼ 1=2 1=p), inffjjTh;p;2hnjj2 j nX1g ¼ c40; then ðhnÞ is equivalent to the
c2-basis. Indeed, then for every ﬁnite sequence ðlnÞ of scalars:
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
jjhjjrEe
X
n
lnenhn




p
XEe
X
n
lnenTh;p;2hn




2
¼
X
n
jlnj2jjTh;p;2hnjj2
 !1=2
Xc
X
n
jlnj2
 !1=2
on the other hand, by the type 2 property of Lpð Þ;
Eejj
X
n
lnenhnjjppC
X
n
jlnj2jjhnjj2
 !1=2
pCM
X
n
jlnj2
 !1=2
:
If at the contrary we have inffjjTh;p;2hnjj2 j nX1g ¼ 0 for every hALrð Þ; then we can
adapt the proof of (v)) (i) of Theorem 5.1 by choosing the xF ’s in the sequence ðhnÞ:
Then we deduce that ðhnÞ has an almost disjoint subsequence. &
Remark. The results of [HRS] concerning the Banach–Saks properties of non-
commutative Lp-spaces associated with a ﬁnite von Neumann algebra can be
extended to the present setting with the same proof (using our Lemma 5.2 in place of
Lemma 3.1 of [HRS]). We refer to [HRS], Deﬁnition 5.5 for the deﬁnition of the
various Banach–Saks properties (the terminology is not completely ﬁxed and their
Banach–Saks property is sometimes called ‘‘weak Banach–Saks’’, or ‘‘Banach–Saks–
Rosenthal’’ property). Then L1ð Þ has the Banach–Saks property, Lpð Þ has the
p-Banach–Saks property if 1ppp2 and the 2-Banach–Saks property if 2ppoN;
any p-equiintegrable weakly null sequence of Lpð Þ; 1opo2; has a strong p-
Banach–Saks subsequence, and a closed linear subspace of Lpð Þ; 1opo2 has the
strong p-Banach–Saks property iff it has no subspace isomorphic to cp:
Historical comments. (i) The commutative forerunner of Theorem 5.1 is due to [Ro].
For ﬁnite von Neumann algebras, Theorem 5.1 was proved in [HRS] for 1ppo2
and in [SX] for po1: The proofs in both papers use the notion of the p-modulus of
uniform integrability, the deﬁnition of which involves the trace. An analog of this
modulus could be deﬁned in the non-tracial, s-ﬁnite case too, via a normal faithful
state, but it would have less tractable properties (in particular with respect to
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conjugation and absolute value). For ﬁnite von Neumann algebras, some
equivalences in Theorem 5.1 were obtained in [R1,R2].
(ii) Lemma 5.2 and Proposition 5.3 above are simply extensions to our context of
the corresponding results for ﬁnite von Neumann algebras in [HRS].
(iii) Theorem 0.2 and Proposition 5.4 were proved in the commutative context in
the well-known paper of Kadec and Pe"czyn´ski [KaP]. These results were proved by
Sukochev [S] in the case of a ﬁnite von Neumann algebra, and by Randrianantoa-
nina [R2] in the semi-ﬁnite case (even in the more general setting of spaces Eð ; tÞ
associated with an order-continuous type 2 r.i. function space E).
6. Operator space version
This section is devoted to the analogs of Theorems 3.1 and 0.2 in the category of
operator spaces. Our references for Operator Space theory are [ER2,P2]. Recall that
an operator space E is a closed subspace of BðHÞ for some Hilbert space H;
equipped with a natural sequence of matrix norms. Let Mn denote the space of
complex n  n matrices and MnðEÞ ¼ Mn#E the space of n  n matrices with
entries in E: As usual, MnðBðHÞÞ is identiﬁed with Bðcn2ðHÞÞ and the matrix norm on
MnðEÞ is the one induced by the natural inclusion of MnðEÞ into MnðBðHÞÞ: An
abstract characterization of operator spaces was given by Ruan (see [ER2]): a
Banach space E equipped with a sequence ðjj jjnÞ of norms on the MnðEÞ can be
identiﬁed with an operator space iff the matricial norms ðjj jjnÞ satisfy two simple
conditions (‘‘Ruan’s axioms’’).
Now let E; F be two operator spaces; a linear map T : E-F is said to be
completely bounded if
jjT jjcb :¼ sup
nX1
jjidMn#T : MnðEÞ-MnðFÞjjoN:
Then jj jjcb deﬁnes a norm on the space CBðE; FÞ of completely bounded operators
from E into F : An operator T : E-F is called a complete isomorphism if it is a
linear bijection such that T and T1 are completely bounded. Two operator spaces
E; F are said to be completely isomorphic (resp. K-completely isomorphic) if there
exists a complete isomorphism T : E-F (resp. with jjT jjcbjjT1jjcbpK). Similarly, a
linear subspace F of E is said to be completely complemented (resp. K-completely
complemented) in F if there is a completely bounded projection P : E-F (resp. with
jjPjjcbpK).
Now let be a von Neumann algebra and 1pppN: We will consider the natural
operator space structure on Lpð Þ as introduced in [P1,P2]. For p ¼N a realization
of as a concrete von Neumann algebra, i.e. a unital w-closed -subalgebra of
some BðHÞ; gives an operator space structure on ¼ LNð Þ (independent of the
realization since -isomorphisms are completely isometric). A standard operator
space structure on the dual space  follows by Operator Space theory (Mnð Þ is
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identiﬁed with the space CBða; MnÞ and the corresponding sequence of matricial
norms satisﬁes Ruan’s axioms). A speciﬁc operator space structure on L1ð Þ ¼  is
induced by the natural embedding of  into its bidual : In fact, as explained in
[P2, Section 7] it is more convenient to consider L1ð Þ as the predual of the opposite
von Neumann algebra op; which is isometric (but not completely isomorphic) to ;
and to equip L1ð Þ with the operator space structure inherited from ð opÞ: The
main reason for this choice is that it insures that the equality L1ðMn# Þ ¼
Sn1
##L1ð Þ (operator space projective tensor product) holds true (see [Ju3, Section
3]). Finally the operator space structure of Lpð Þ is obtained by complex
interpolation, using the well-known interpretation of Lpð Þ as interpolation space
ða; L1ð ÞÞ1=p (see [Te2]).
We will need the following convenient characterization of the operator space
structure of the subspaces of Lpð Þ: Note that there is a natural algebraic
identiﬁcation of LpðMn# Þ with MnðLpð ÞÞ: Following [P1], if E is an operator
space one sets Snp ½E :¼ ðSnN½E; Sn1½EÞ1=p ¼ ðMn½E; Sn14#EÞ1=p; by [P1], Cor 1.4
we have when ðE0; E1Þ is a compatible interpolation couple: Snp½ðE0; E1Þ1=p ¼
ðMn½E0; Sn14#E1Þ1=p: Consequently we have: Snp½Lpð Þ ¼ ðMn# ; L1ðMn#aÞÞ1=p
¼ LpðMn# Þ; in other words Snp ½  identiﬁes with the linear space MnðLpð ÞÞ
equipped with the norm of LpðMn# Þ: Note that if is commutative, say a ¼
LpðO; mÞ for some measure space ðO; mÞ; it turns out that Snp ½Lpð Þ ¼ LpðO; m; SnpÞ;
the space of p-integrable functions with values in Snp: Recall also that if F is a closed
linear subspace of E; the norms on Snp ½E; nX1; completely determine the operator
space structure of E in the following sense (see [P1], prop 2.3):
Lemma 6.1. Let E1 and E2 be two closed subspaces. Then a linear map T : E1-E2 is
completely bounded iff
sup
n
jjidSnp#T : Snp ½E1-Snp ½E2jjoN
moreover in this case the supremum above is equal to jjT jjcb:
The embedding results in Sections 3 and 5 can be improved into results
for the category of operator spaces. We ﬁrst consider subspaces of Lpð Þ
containing cp:
Theorem 6.2. Let 1ppoN; pa2 and X be a closed subspace of Lpð Þ: If X contains
uniformly the spaces cnp; nX1 as Banach spaces, then given any e40; X contains a
subspace ð1þ eÞ-completely isomorphic to cp and ð1þ eÞ-completely complemented
in Lpð Þ:
As a corollary we immediately get the following operator space version of the
Kadec–Pe"czyn´ski dichotomy:
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Corollary 6.3. Let 2opoN; and X be a closed subspace of Lpð Þ: Then either X is
(Banach) isomorphic to a Hilbert space or X contains a subspace which is completely
isomorphic to cp and completely complemented in Lpð Þ:
Remark. Corollary 6.3 has been known to Junge and the second author for a semi-
ﬁnite (and also when is a type III algebra of some particular form).
Now we turn to the operator space analog of Theorem 3.1. In the following, given
an operator space F ; the spaces cpðFÞ and cnpðFÞ are equipped with the natural
operator space structure introduced in [P1] (via complex interpolation). More
generally, if ðFjÞjX1 is a sequence of operator spaces, the space ð"jX1 FjÞp has also a
natural operator space structure.
Theorem 6.4. Let 1ppoN; and X be a closed subspace of Lpð Þ: Let ðFjÞjX1 be a
sequence of finite dimensional operator spaces. Assume that there is a constant K such
that for all n; jX1; X contains a subspace Yj;n which is K-completely isomorphic
to cnpðFjÞ:
(i) Then for every e40; X contains a subspace ðK þ eÞ-completely isomorphic to
F ¼ ð"jX1 FjÞp:
(ii) If in addition each Yj;n is C-completely complemented in Lpð Þ then X contains a
subspace ðK þ eÞ-completely isomorphic to F and ðCK þ eÞ-completely complemented
in Lpð Þ:
Specializing to Schatten classes we get the following:
Corollary 6.5. Let 1ppoN; and X be a closed subspace of Lpð Þ: If X contains
subspaces uniformly completely isomorphic to Snp; nX1; (resp. and uniformly
completely complemented in Lpð Þ) then X contains a subspace completely isomorphic
to Kp ¼ ð"nX1 SnpÞp (resp. and completely complemented in Lpð Þ).
Remark. (i) Corollary 6.5 can be used to simplify some proofs in [JNRX].
(ii) It is worth noting that contrary to Theorem 6.4, the assumption in Theorem
6.2 is only at the Banach space level! (So the latter cannot be considered as a special
case of the former.)
The proofs of Theorems 6.2 and 6.4 are very similar and that of Theorem 6.2 is
simpler, so we give only the proof of the latter.
Proof of Theorem 6.4. By the proof of Theorem 3.1 given a sequence ðejÞ of positive
real numbers (the ej’s being very small), there is a sequence ðEjÞ of ﬁnite dimensional
subspaces of X and a disjoint sequence ðpjÞ of projections of ; such that Ej is
K-isomorphic to Fj by some isomorphism Tj : Fj-Ej; and such that
8jX1; 8hAEj; jjh  pjhpjjjpejjjhjj: ðÞ
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Deﬁne T : F-E ¼Pj Ej; x ¼ ðxjÞ/Tx ¼Pj Tjxj: Then T is an isomorphism, see
the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Reexamining that proof, we see that, under the present hypothesis, each of the
spaces Ej constructed there is in fact K-completely isomorphic to the corresponding
Fj : More precisely, Tj can be deﬁned so that
jjT1j jjcbp1 and jjTjjjcbpK :
Indeed, keeping the notations used in the proofs of Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.1, we
have that Tj is some Sj;i;n at the beginning of the proof of Theorem 3.1 and Ej ¼
Sj;i;nðFjÞ: However, Sj;i;n ¼ Tj;n Ii; where Ii : Fj-cnpðFjÞ is the natural embedding of Fj
into the ith coordinate of cnpðFjÞ; i.e. IiðxÞ ¼ ei#x; and where Tj;n : cnpðFjÞ-X is the
embedding given by Lemma 3.2. More precisely, by the discussion at the end of the
proof of Lemma 3.2, for every n; j there are an integer N and a linear map
Sn : c
n
p-c
N
p which satisfy the following: ﬁrstly, Sn sends the basis vectors of c
n
p into
disjoint blocks of cNp ; secondly, Tj;n ¼ Tj;NðSn#IdFj Þ; where Tj;N : cNp ðFjÞ-X is a
K-complete embedding whose existence is guaranteed by the assumption of Theorem
6.4 Therefore, we obtain that
Sj;i;n ¼ Tj;NðSn#IdFj ÞIi:
Since both Ii and Sn#IdFj are completely isometric embeddings, we deduce the
desired assertion on Tj:
We shall show that T is now a complete isomorphism. To this end, by Lemma 6.1
we need only to consider
idSmp#T : S
m
p ½F -Smp ½E; mX1:
Fix mX1 and let p˜j ¼ idcm2#pj: Then ðp˜jÞ is a disjoint sequence of projections in
Mn# : We claim that (with dj ¼ dim Ej):
8m; jX1; 8hASmp ½Ej; jjh  p˜jhp˜jjjSmp ½Ej pdjejjjhjjSmp ½Ej : ðwÞ
(Note that the constant on the right-hand side does not depend on m). Indeed,
choose an Auerbach basis ðxiÞ1pipdj in Ej and let ðxi Þ1pipdm be the dual basis in the
dual space Ej : For all i; k ¼ 1;y; dj; iak we have /xi; xiS ¼ jjxijj ¼ jjxi jj ¼ 1; and
/xi; x

kS ¼ 0: Every hASmp ½Ej can be written as h ¼
Pdj
i¼1 ai#xi; where the ai;
i ¼ 1;y; dj belong to Smp : Thus by ðÞ:
jjh  p˜jhp˜jjjSmp ½Ej pdjej sup
i
jjaijjSmp :
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Recall that any bounded functional on an operator space is automatically completely
bounded, and that its cb-norm is equal to its norm. Hence
jjidSmp#xi : Smp ½Ej-Smp jj ¼ 1; 1pipdj
whence
sup
i
jjaijjSmp pjjhjjSmp ½Ej :
Combining the previous inequalities we obtain our claim ðwÞ: Now using ðwÞ instead
of ðÞ and repeating the arguments in the proof of Theorem 3.1 with idSmp#T in
place of T ; we deduce that, if djejo1 for each j and
P
j
djej
1djej ¼ eo1;
jjidSmp#T1jjpð1 eÞ2; jjidSmp#T jjpð1þ eÞK :
Since mX1 is arbitrary, we obtain
jjT1jjcbpð1 eÞ2; jjT jjcbpð1þ eÞK :
This proves the part (i) of Theorem 6.4. The part (ii) can be proved similarly
by combining the previous arguments with the proof of the part (iii) of
Theorem 3.1. &
Appendix A. Equality case in non-commutative Clarkson inequality
Theorem A.1. Let be a von Neumann algebra and 0opoN; pa2: Two elements
x; y of Lpð Þ verify the equality:
jjx þ yjjp þ jjx  yjjp ¼ 2ðjjxjjp þ jjyjjpÞ
if and only if they are disjoint.
This result was stated by Kosaki [Ko2] in the case p42; and proved by reduction
to the equality case of an inequality valid in Lp=2ð Þþ: We shall follow the same
pattern, but the argument is different when po2: The equality case of this auxiliary
inequality is given by the following:
Proposition A.2. Let be a von Neumann algebra and 0oroN; ra1: Two positive
elements a; b of Lrð Þ verify the equality
Trða þ bÞr ¼ TrðarÞ þ TrðbrÞ
if and only if they are disjoint.
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We ﬁrst deduce Theorem A.1 from Proposition A.2. Let r ¼ p=2 and a ¼ xx;
b ¼ yy: Then
TrðarÞ þ TrðbrÞ ¼ jjxjjp þ jjyjjp ¼ 1
2
ðjjx þ yjjp þ jjx  yjjpÞ
¼ 1
2
Tr½ða þ b þ ðxy þ yxÞÞr þ ða þ b  ðxy þ yxÞÞr;
pTrða þ bÞr if 0orp1;
XTrða þ bÞr if r41;

where we have used the operator-concavity of the function t/tr if 0orp1 (see [B,
Chapter V]), and the convexity of the Lr-norm and of the function t/t
r if rX1:
Note that the reverse inequalities are always true:
Trða þ bÞr pTrða
rÞ þ TrðbrÞ if 0orp1;
XTrðarÞ þ TrðbrÞ if r41

(see [Ko3] Lemma 3 in the ﬁrst case and [Ko2] Lemma 3.3 in the second case). So we
are in the equality case
Trða þ bÞr ¼ TrðarÞ þ TrðbrÞ
and by Proposition A.2 above this implies that a and b have disjoint supports. Since
the support of a (resp. b) coincides with the right support of x (resp. of y) this means
that x and y have disjoint right supports. Replacing x; y by their conjugates, we see
that the left supports of x and y are disjoint too, so x>y:
Proof of Proposition A.2. The case r41 was treated in [Ko2, Proposition 6.3], using
a differentiation argument in the strictly convex Banach space Lrð Þ: So we consider
only the case 0oro1:
From 0pa; bpa þ b we infer the existence of c; dA with jjcjjp1; jjdjjp1 such
that
a1=2 ¼ cða þ bÞ1=2; b1=2 ¼ dða þ bÞ1=2:
Hence
a ¼ ða þ bÞ1=2ccða þ bÞ1=2 ¼ cða þ bÞc;
b ¼ ða þ bÞ1=2ddða þ bÞ1=2 ¼ dða þ bÞd:
Note that we can choose c; d such that cc þ dd ¼ sða þ bÞ: Since 0prp1 we have
by Hansen’s inequality (see [Han] for bounded operators, and [Ko2, Lemma 3.6]
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for operators in Lpð Þ):
ar ¼ ðcða þ bÞcÞrXcða þ bÞrc;
br ¼ ðdða þ bÞdÞrXdða þ bÞrd:
Hence
Trðar þ brÞXTrðcða þ bÞrcÞ þ Trðdða þ bÞrdÞ
¼Trðða þ bÞrðcc þ ddÞÞ
¼Trða þ bÞr ¼ Trðar þ brÞ
so the inequalities above become all equalities; then we have
ar ¼ cða þ bÞrc;
br ¼ dða þ bÞrd
(since the differences are positive and of zero trace). We distinguish now two cases:
Case 1: rp1=2: Since 2rp1 we may use Hansen’s inequality again
ar ¼ cðða þ bÞ1=2Þ2rcpðcða þ bÞ1=2cÞ2rpða1=2Þ2r ¼ ar; ðÞ
where the last inequality follows from the inequality cða þ bÞ1=2cpðcða þ bÞcÞ1=2 ¼
a1=2 (Hansen’s inequality) and 2rp1: Therefore, the inequalities in ðÞ above are
equalities:
ar ¼ ðcða þ bÞ1=2cÞ2r
whence
a1=2 ¼ cða þ bÞ1=2c
equivalently
a1=2 ¼ ca1=2 ¼ a1=2c
which implies in particular that sðaÞprðcÞ and that a ¼ cac: Recalling that
a ¼ cða þ bÞc; we see that cbc ¼ 0; hence rðcÞ>sðbÞ: So ﬁnally sðaÞ>sðbÞ; which
ends the proof of case 1.
Case 2: 1=2oro1: By the equalities ar ¼ cða þ bÞrc and a1=2 ¼ cða þ bÞ1=2 we
have
ar ¼ a1=2ða þ bÞr1=2c
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whence ar1=2 ¼ sð Þða þ bÞr1=2c; and so
a2r1 ¼ cða þ bÞr1=2sðaÞða þ bÞr1=2cpcða þ bÞ2r1c
but since 2r  1p1; we may use Hansen’s inequality again
cða þ bÞ2r1cpðcða þ bÞcÞ2r1 ¼ a2r1
and thus we obtain the equality
a2r1 ¼ cða þ bÞ2r1c:
If 2r  1p1=2; i.e. rp3=4; then as in Case 1, we deduce that a1=2 ¼ cða þ bÞ1=2c
and then sðaÞ>sðbÞ: If not, we iterate the procedure. Deﬁne the sequence ðrnÞ by
r0 ¼ r; rnþ1 ¼ 2rn  1: The interval ð1=2; 1 contains ﬁnitely many points of this
sequence (which converges to N). Let N be the ﬁrst integer such that rNp1=2: We
have 0orNp1=2 and 1=2orno1 for n ¼ 0;y; N  1: So we have inductively
arn ¼ ðcða þ bÞcÞrn
for n ¼ 0;y; N: For n ¼ N this equality implies a1=2 ¼ cða þ bÞ1=2c and ﬁnally that
sðaÞ>sðbÞ: &
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